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Remove Ink Marks And
Adhesive Residue Quickly And Safely!

FoamClean-

BrushClean'

Label Adhesive Remover

Ink and Marker Remover

Now you can remove adhesive residue left behind
from labels, stickers and tape quickly and safely.
Label Adhesive Remover's special foam formula
stays where you spray it. No dripping. No running,
even on vertical surfaces. Clean up is simple. Peel off
the top layer of the label, spray, wait for the foam to
collapse and wipe the area clean. Label Adhesive
Remover is safe to use on telephones, decorative surfaces, PC monitors and printers. Great on glass
desktops, windows, metal file cabinets and doors.

This product eliminates unsightly pen, pencil and
marker inks, even stamp pad ink smudges, from
almost anything. The unique brush applicator lets
you put cleaner exactly where you need it. Ink and
Marker Remover safely cleans sensitive plastic
surfaces. Excellent for cleaning office machines,
audio -video equipment, cabinets and work surfaces.

Safe for use on most plastics.

Powerful cleaning solvent.
Safe for use on sensitive plastics.

Restores surfaces to "like new"
condition.

Removes grime -collecting residue left
by labels, stickers and tape.

Can eliminate costly repainting of
Foam clings to vertical surfaces. No
dripping. No running.

refurbished office equipment.

Pleasant, fresh scent.

All -Way Spray Valve
sprays upside down!

CFC and HCFC free.

CFC and HCFC free.
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CALL 1-800-645-5244
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ISO 9002 °unlit System

For Additional Information

Chemtronics

The Solutions Source. Worldwide.'''

Chemtronics Inc. 8125 Cobb Center Drive Kennesaw, Georgia 30152 Phone: 770-424-4888 FAX: 770-423-0748 Technical Support: 1 -800 -TECH -401
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You Shouldn't Have To Mortgage Your
Business To Get The Tools Of The Trade!
The difference between success and failure is strictly determined by your bottom line. The service center that can best contain their
costs while providing excellent service at affordable repair rates will survive these tough times and eventually succeed. Providing
affordable and reasonable repair rates to your customers is ultimately determined by the costs of your operation. Leader Instruments
Corporation has been providing the worldwide electronics production and service markets with high quality, high reliability
instruments at affordable prices. Listed below you will find a small sample of our products - loaded with features at prices you can
afford. Call 1 800 645-5104 (in NY State call 1 516 231-6900) for a copy of our full line catalog .
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Loaded with features, tie Model 8104 boasts 100 -MHz bandwidth
ursors and CRT readmit of all critical waveform parameters for ea.(-( I -u -c.
111 mV/div sensitivity, 3 -channel operation, extensive video triggering and dual
timebase are standard. All 3 channels can be monitored simultaneemly along
With their second timehase and the difference (CH1-CH2) can also I
.
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Inbsplayed - providing 8 -trace display capabilities for extensive
troubleshooting. The Model 8103, priced at $1,645, includes all of the
eatures of the 8104 except for CRT readout,
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Developed specifically for the Electronics production and service industries,
me IS 1020 is equipped with features typically found only on highe^
bandwidth scopes. It is ideal for use on the audio bench, and can he used as
a second scope for video troubleshooting as well. The unit is equipped
with TV -V and TV -H coupling, has a 5 mV/div sensitivity (0.5 mv/div with
X10 on), and includes both CHOP and ALT vertical mode functions Rugged
and reliable, the LS 1020 provides service professionals with an affordable
choice without compromising features or quality.
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St this haul) winks() tductor curve tracer with any oscilloscope (must he
equipped with X -Y mode) and test transistors, trims, (Ts, SCRs. RI's.
OSFETs, as well as biter, signal and rectifier diodes. The LTC -905 w:l
measure (both in and out of circuit) gain (beta), cutoff, leakage and c,utr
admittance. Affordably priced and full featured, the LTC -905 is a "must
r any serious repair renter.

LEADER
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A wide variety of power suppLs are available from Leader. The 700 Series
single output digital display power supplies can he operated in constant
voltage or constant current modes. Digital readout of voltage and current is
pr(vided. Triple output power supplies are also available from Leader. For a
detailed listing of our DC power supplies call 1 800 645-5104 (in
call 1 516 231-6900.)

1 800 645-5104

IN NY STATE
CALL 1 516 231-6900

Leader Instruments Corporation, 380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE
Regional Offices: Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Atlanta. In Canada call OmnitLonix Ltd., 905 828-6221
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ON THE COVER
Consumer electronics servicing is a demanding profession, and practitioners
of the profession need test equipment, accessories, tools and tool cases that
can stand up to those demands. (Photo courtesy ITT Pomona)
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Electronics servicing is
a business
We have received many inquiries from
readers about the business side of electronics servicing. Some of the questions
most commonly asked are, "How do I

you can't pay them so much that the business suffers.

What we're doing about
these concerns

determine how much to charge to service

a product?", "How can I calculate how
much to pay my technicians?" and, "How
do I calculate a fair price for parts?"

Finding the answers
The right answers to those and other
important business questions can make a
service center successful and prosperous.
The wrong answers can lead to ruin.
In most businesses, answering these
questions for a consumer electronics ser-

vice center requires a delicate balance.
Take, for instance, the first question. If a
service center charges too much to service a product the customer will simply
go elsewhere, or just buy a new unit. This
is especially true for the lower cost items
where the cost to service the product may
be as much as one-half of the replacement
cost for the unit. On the other hand, if the
amount charged for service is consistently too low, the company will lose money.
If the books are running with red ink for
any length of time the business will fold.
The answers to these questions are never easy, and, of course, vary from service

center to service center. The rules for
charging for service in New York City
aren't the same as they are in Liberal Kan-

sas or Fargo North Dakota but the same
basic considerations still apply regardless

of location. It's important to charge
enough to pay all expenses and make a
reasonable profit as well.
Similar thinking applies to the issue of
technician pay. You have to pay them an
amount that's in the same ballpark as they
could command from other companies in
the area for the same type of work, but

The difficulties of many service centers in dealing with business -related ques-

tions have become more and more clear
to the ES&T staff. We receive letters and
telephone calls asking business -related
questions, and field questions and comments in person from servicers at trade
shows, association conferences and meetings. We have begun to publish articles
that address some of those questions.
For example, in a special issue, "Strictly Business," published in January, we
addressed such subjects as the importance
of quality of service, how to select insurance to cover your business, and how to
set up and administer service contracts.
Since then we published an article on paying techs on an incentive basis, and, in this
issue, Charles Varble, Jr., a highly successful service center owner, now retired,
and author of several other recent articles
on business, provides some tips on pricing parts.

Is it helping?

Electronic Servicing & Technology is edited for servicing professionals who service consumer electronics
equipment. This includes service technicians, field service personnel and avid servicing enthusiasts who repair

and maintain audio, video, computer and other consumer electronics equipment.
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It would help us to plan future business -oriented articles if we had some idea
of how we're doing so far, and what specific business -related questions are on the
minds of our readers. So let us hear from

Electronic Servicing & Technology (ISSN 0278-9922) is pub-

you. What have you liked about recent
business -type articles in ES&T? What
have you been disappointed in? What
types of business -related articles would
you like to see in future issues?
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Step -By -Step "Model

Specific" Instructions...
Charts, Photos & Easy To -Follow Diagrams...
PLUS Directory Of

ALL THE INSTRUCTIONS YOU NEED TO FIX
Pis, VCRs, STEREOS, CAMCORDERS, PHONES, CD PLAYERS, FAXES,
COMPUTERS, WALKMANS, AUTO RADIOS, VIDEO GAMES, & MORE!

Don't Waste Time & Money At Electronics Repair Shops!

CALL TOLL -FREE NOW FOR 30 -DAY HOME TRIAL!

1-800-222-WEKA

NOW FIX IT YOURSELF FOR SAVINGS,
PROFIT . . AND SATISFACTION!
Now you don't have to be a professional technician to get PERFECT
electronics repairs at home... at a
fraction of repair shop costs!

Whether you enjoy doing your
own repairs or want an extra parttime income, this famous nationally
advertised WEKA ELECTRONICS
REPAIR MANUAL gives you easy -

WEKA PUBUSHING, INC., 1077 Bridgeport Ave.,
R3. Box 886, Shelton, CT 06484
.YES! Please rush my ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUAL I'll pay now
by check or credit card and save $10 off the regular price! If I'm not
100% satisfied, I may return the book within 30 days for a full
refund of the purchase price.

UPDATED
SUPPLEMENTS!

ly every electronic device you can
think of...from popular manufacturers like SONY, RCA, IBM, NINTENDO

yours for just S35.00 each plus

and more! Plus, you get more than
just easy instructions, YOU GET A
FULL ELECTRONICS BIBLE that
teaches you everything from basic
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RISK, NO OBLIGATION! ORDER
YOUR 900 -PAGE ELECTRONICS
REPAIR MANUAL NOW!

to -follow instructions for fixing near-

FAX 1-203-944-3663 E-MAIL: 102132.1245@compuserve.com

electronics principles to advanced
troubleshooting and repairs!

About 4-5 times a year, we'll send
you updated 140 -page repair supplements for all the newest electronic products available. Examine
these supplements at home FREE
for a full 30 -days. If you decide to
add them to your Manual, they're
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NEWS
Hatton elected vice chairman of
IVTO technical committee
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) announces
that Don Hatton, vice president of CEMA's

Product Services Department, was elected vice chairman of the International Vocational Training Organization's (IVTO)

Technical Committee. Hatton was also
appointed as a member of IVTO's Exec-

There is no more waiting for weeks to
find out if the technician has passed the
exam. The computer not only prints out
a "congratulations, you passed" message;
it also prints a section -by -section score
showing the students which areas they
were strongest and weakest in.

The computerized Associate CET
exam can be ordered from any ISCET

utive Committee.

CET Test administrator who has the necessary hardware. Subjects covered on the

With representatives from 33 countries, IVTO is dedicated to promoting
international technical skill standards.

Associate Test include electronic math.
ac and dc circuits, semiconductors, components and circuits, instruments, tests

The organization encourages worldwide
competition in a full range of vocational

and measurement, and basic trouble-

skills. IVTO's Technical Committee

or computer disc is available from ISCET.

oversees the operation of the International Youth Skills Competition (IYSC), a bi-

For more information on ISCET and
the CET program, contact ISCET headquarters, 2708 W. Berry, Fort Worth, TX

annual competition for students and
workers up to age 22.
"Don Hatton has been instrumental to
the growing success of the U.S. in vocational skills competitions," said CEMA
president, Gary Shapiro. "As vice chairman of IVTO's Technical Committee and
member of the Executive Board, he will
have an even greater role in advancing the
international competitions and ensuring
that our nation's electronic workers are
trained with cutting -edge technologies."
CEMA sponsors U.S. contestants in the

Electronic Applications portion of the
IYSC. Finalists competing for the national title-and a chance to compete at IYSC
-will face each other on the floor of CES
Orlando, May 23-25 in Orlando, FL. At

last year's IYSC in Lyon, France, Tim
Perry received the first -ever American
silver medal for his abilities in a variety
of electronic applications. Perry was cosponsored and trained by Matsushita
Factory Service.

Electronics Technicians can test
on computer
Electronics Technicians can now take

shooting. Study material either on paper

76109. 817-921-9101, fax: 817-9213741, or E -Mail iscetFW@aol.com.

Technician certification exams
funded by military education branch
Electronics technicians in the United
States Military, as of February 1, 1996,
are eligible to receive funding for the cost
of the ETA Certified Electronics

(CET) examinations.
Heretofore enlistees could only receive
financial assistance for certain degreed
and college accredited programs.
ETA's Greencastle, Indiana headquar-

Technician

11
some satellite courses through Mind
Extention University.
While the CET program has been recognized around the world in much of the
electronics industry since it was begun in
1966, the idea of certification of techni-

cal knowledge and skills has received
increasing interest in the past few years.
The states of Indiana and Oregon have

dropped their state licensing requirements in part because the CET program
is recognized as being more current and
technically superior. Increased interest
from the military is in part because of the
downsizing currently taking place. Detaching personnel can add the CET certification to their credentials prior to leaving the service, thus assisting in their job
searches. Many military technicians gain
CET, as well as FCC Commercial Licenses while serving.

For an informational brochure outlining the ETA Certification Program, contact ETA, 602 N. Jackson, Greencastle,
IN 46135-1035, fax: 317-653-8262, E Mail: LTAL30A@prodigy.com.

CEMA supports FCC actions to
revise satellite dish zoning rule
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA), a sector of
the Electronic Industries Association,
said today that it supports the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) ac-

ters said that personnel in certain military

tion pre-empting local restrictions on

occupations are eligible. These include
ET-Electronics Technician; AT-Avia-

satellite dish usage.
The FCC took action to revise the rule
governing satellite dish zoning preemp-

tion Electronics Technician; FC-Fire
Control Technician; Interior Communications Technician and other electronics
related job codes.
Military technicians must go through
their base DANTES education office in
order to qualify. Most United States military bases are acquainted with the CET

tion in response to evidence that, under the
current law, some local jurisdictions were

inhibiting the expansion of residential
satellite services by enforcing overly restrictive and unreasonable zoning laws.
Under its new ruling, the FCC will re-

skills and knowledge recognition and

view local disputes after exhaustion of
only non-federal administrative reme-

registration program, as ETA has been an

dies. In addition, it adopted two new stan-

the Associate CET (Certified Electronics

official DANTES certification agency

dards to determine reasonableness of

Technician) exam at a computer key-

since 1980. DANTES (Defense Activity
for Nontraditional Educational Services)
is the branch which supports military

non-federal regulations and created two

educational efforts, encouraging and
assisting personnel in obtaining GED,

also approved procedures by which nonfederal authorities can request waivers of
the rule in cases where unusual circumstances are shown.

board. The Certified Electronics Technician

(CET) program, now in its 31st year of
recognizing the professional capabilities
of electronics technicians, is overseen by

the International Society of Certified
Electronics Technicians (ISCET).

college level equivalency, degreed and
distance learning education, including

6 Electronic Servicing & Technology May 1996

categories of rebuttable presumptions
against regulation of small antennas. It
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The catalog includes over 1500 coax
products, including cable assemblies, con-

nector kits, Unidapt and Celludapt universal adapter products, cellular products
and hand tools. Products specifications

of its 1996 Measurement Products Catalog,
which lists nearly 100 new products.

The catalog includes a full -color new
product section that presents a synopsis of
the company's business focus and features
a variety of new form -factor measurement
solutions. Throughout, the catalog highlights products manufactured in ISO 9001 certified facilities.

and photographs are included.
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Parts and accessories
Parts Express announces the release of
their 228 page, 1996 Catalog.

extends the company's line of test accessories designed to enhance test equipment

from leading manufacturers and highlights its most popular products from a
broad selection of test accessories.

Leading off the newest products are

Items include a large array of CATV and

VCR repair parts, semiconductors, tools
and technician aids, test equipment, computer accessories, chemicals, adhesives,
telephone products, specialized connectors, instructional books and videotapes,

The catalog's detailed product descriptions are backed by an on -demand fax ser-

vice, available via a toll -free 800 telephone number, offering extensive
application and technical notes. Comprehensive indexes in the catalog, list products by name and by function.

pro sound equipment, wire, and audio
accessories including raw loudspeaker
drivers for home, and car and home theater applications.
Circle (90) on Reply Card

Coaxial connector catalog
RF Industries' new 100 -page catalog
presents an expanded range of coaxial connectors, including 300 new items.

Circle (93) on Reply Card

TIT PIT! fi7F.trc

Laser and electro-optic
complete "take -it -with -you" test kits in
carrying cases designed specifically for
use with Fluke, Hewlett-Packard or
Tektronix meters and oscilloscopes.
The Test Companion kits also include test
leads, probes, grabbers and clips, all organized in lightweight, durable Cordura carrying cases. Also available through the cat-

alog is a full line of the latest and most
popular accessories which includes DMM
test accessories and kits, test clips, oscilloBNC

IP-e -14

tr-40'

StRIES

12111121taitZMI
MINI
UHF

scope probes, cable assemblies, coaxial
adapters and kits, banana plugs, enclosures
and IC test clips for popular 2- and 4 -sided
devices, including new solder -on adapters.

SEP F

EIEMENI

Online, for the lasers and electro-optics
industry. With customers as the focus, the
site provides them with access to the company's new product reviews and previews.
In fact, some products will be introduced
for the first time via the site. Other in-depth
features encompass informative tutorials,
application notes, financial information,
searchable product listings, and access to
the manufacturer's family of companies.
Not only will individuals anywhere in
the world be able to browse through a virtual tour of the company's manufacturing
facilities via video clips and ask questions

of product experts, but they'll be able to

see new products the moment they're
released and in some cases have direct

Circle (92) on Reply Card

SERIFS

SMA

Newport Corp. has introduced Newport

Measurement products catalog

input into new product designs.

Tektronix, Inc. announces the availability

May 1996
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Troubleshooting Techniques

Troubleshooting tips for the RCA
CTC1 57
By Homer L. Davidson
The RCA CTC156, CTC157, CTC158
and CTC159 chassis are all very similar
in design. The CTC156 and CTC158
chassis are used in models with 20 -inch
picture tubes, while the CTC157 and
CTC159 are used in sets that have 26 -inch
or 27 -inch CRTs (Figure 1). The CTC156/

157 chassis are used in the lower priced
sets while the CTC158/159 chassis are
used in sets that occupy the middle of the
TV price line up.

Low voltage sources
The power supply in the CTC 157 is a

transformerless raw power supply that
feeds the horizontal output circuit (129V)

and the 33V source. As in early sets, an
SCR4101 regulator regulates voltage to
the horizontal and flyback circuits. When
the dc output voltage is excessively high
at the anode of the zener diode and the
voltage at its cathode terminal is extremely low or zero, suspect a defective SCR Davidson is a TV servicing consultant for ES&T.

Figure 1. TV circuits in the RCA CTC157 chassis are similar to the circuits in the same manufacturer's CTC156, 158 and 159.

4101 or defective components within the
gated circuits of the set.

The gate circuits consist of an error

amp (Q4104), a sawtooth generator
(Q4103), and two separate oscillator tran-

sistors (Q4102 and Q4101). When troubleshooting these circuits, observe oscilloscope waveforms and measure voltages
in the SCR circuits.
Remember, the gated transistors are

FROM
BRIDGE
CIRCUIT

+ 1 50V SOURCE

IC4007
680pF
2804

11111a. +33V SOURCE

CR4104

R413
4.7K11

E ROM

+129V SOURCE

ow.
C4120
33pF

REPLACE

HOT

GROUND
Figure 2. If the voltage from the 33V supply is low, or OV, it may be caused by leaky CR4104 in the low voltage circuits.
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CHECK
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LA101
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CH41471
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-ill- Figure 4. The standby circuits operate
continuously to provide start-up and remote
control functions when the set is off.
ri

fed from a 33V source. Be careful here as
there are two different 33V sources in this

oLL
a.
CO

N
N

set: one in the raw 150V supply and the
other in the scan -derived flyback circuits.
All voltage measurements in the 150V,
129V and 33V supplies should be taken

-+-1(

with respect to the hot ground side. A

good place to connect the voltmeter
ground lead is the horizontal output tran-

sistor metal heat sink. For cold ground
voltage measurements, clip the ground
lead to the case of the varactor tuner.

Frequent problem causes

CC

0

Problems commonly found in the low
voltage power supplies in these sets are:
blown fuse (F4001), open resistor
(R4001), leaky diodes in the bridge circuits (CR4001 through CR4004), and fil-

(D D

;0 LI

CC

ter capacitor C4007 (680µF). A +33V
source is tapped off of the 150V power
supply via R4101 (151(0) and a 33V zener diode CR4104 (Figure 2).

A leaky CR4104 can cause chassis

,/
o
(.0.

shutdown or in some cases cause the set
to turn off and on. CR4104 may cause a
high-pitched squeal, excessive noise, picture foldover, and chassis shutdown. A
leaky CR4104 can cause low voltage and

cl

0

<

(.0

cr

CC

CC

(.)

U

if it becomes open, the supply voltage will

be higher than normal. Check R4101
when zener regulator (CR4104) has become shorted.

Gated SCR circuits
11 one of these sets is dead, SCR4101
does not turn on. If the dc voltage at the
0
CC

t.0
CC

(.)

collector terminal of the horizontal output transistor (normally +129V) is low or
zero, check the gated circuits. The regulator control circuits control turn on time
of the SCR.
Compare the various waveforms specified in the service literature with those
actually observed at the gate transistors.
Test each transistor in the circuit. Check
diodes CR4105, CR4112, CR4103 and
CR4120 (Figure 3). Solder all terminals
of transformer T4101 for no start up or
chassis shutdown. Measure voltages on
each transistor. Remember the +33V and

129V sources are the correct voltage
sources for the gated circuits. All voltages
in these circuits have a hot ground.

0

Measure the resistances of R4102,
10
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U1001

DEFLECTION PROCESSOR
6.8V

58

50

2.7V

7VP P

64

R4301

1

2200

TO 04301

04302

6.8V

NW HORIZONTAL

BUFFER

DRIVER

INJECT
6.8V HERE

R4326

10K0

6.8V

Figure 5. When the horizontal circuits are in shutdown, check the 6.8V input to pin 58 of U1001, and connect the oscilloscope to pin 64 to see if
there is a square wave pulse.
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INPUT

C4306
4.7pF

R4305

1000

CR4706

A
A
+23.9V

STARTUP

CR4707

A

+26V
SOURCE

Figure 6. The horizontal driver circuit waveforms can be checked by using an external power supply to apply +6.8V at pin 58 of U1001 and+26V
to the cathode of CR4707.

R4103 and R4104 to see if the output of
the power supply is pulsating. If there is

no picture or sound the cause may be
defective resistors. These resistors have
been known to increase in value or become open.

Standby voltage sources
The standby power supply circuits operate from a stepdown low voltage transformer (T4601). Bridge rectification sup-

plies a +23.9V source to the +12V
standby regulator Q4161 (Figure 4). This
standby voltage source (+23.9V) supplies

er or lower than the output voltage specified in the service manual. If Q4160 is
open, the actual voltage of the +5V source
will be OV. If the regulator has current
leakage the voltage of the sources may be
higher or lower than the specified values.
Notice that the standby regulator transformer isolates the cold ground from the
hot grounds. All voltages in the standby

circuits are measured with respect to
chassis ground.
Problems in the low voltage standby
circuits may be caused by open or leaky

transistor regulators and leaky zener

voltage to the horizontal driver trans-

diodes. If the voltage at the collector of

former for startup.
The regulated 12V source powers the

Q4161 is OV, the cause may be a leaky or
shorted diode in the bridge rectifier, or an

IR receiver and keyboard circuits. The
on/off switch transistor, Q4162, is sup-

open circuit in the primary winding of

plied by the 12V source. Regulator Q4160

supplies a 5V source to processing IC

If the screen is black, zener diodes
CR4160 and CR4161 may be leaky. If

U1001 and system control AIU IC. These
circuits are on all the time so that the re-

CR4160 becomes open, both the 12V and
5V sources will increase in voltage. Low

mote control circuits can operate even

voltage at the 23.9V source may be

when the set is turned off.
When the remote transmitter will not
turn on the TV chassis, check the standby voltage circuits. If regulator Q4161 is

caused by an open C4505 (220µF) electrolytic capacitor. If the set will not re-

power transformer T4601.

spond to the remote control the cause may

be a defective 12V source.

open, the voltage output of the 12V source

will be OV, while a leaky 12V regulator
may have an output voltage that is high12

Horizontal drive and output problems
If the set is in shutdown, you have to
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determine if it's in chassis shutdown or
high -voltage shutdown. To make this de-

termination, disconnect one lead of
CR4901 from the circuit. Plug the ac cord

into a variable ac line transformer and
raise the voltage to 80 or 90Vac, then measure the anode voltage at the picture tube.

If this voltage is above 27KV, the prob-

lem is most likely high -voltage shutdown. Check and repair components in
the horizontal output circuits.

IC U1001 contains the horizontal
countdown circuits and produces a drive
for the horizontal driver transistor at pin
64. If the drive signal is absent, suspect a
defective U1001 or incorrect supply voltage. To further isolate the cause of this
problem, measure the voltage on pin 58
of the integrated circuit to see if the 6.8V
source voltage is present. If this source is
low, or at OV, check the supply voltage
source in the flyback circuits.
The horizontal output circuits must operate in order to generate the 6.8V source
that is applied to pin 58 of U1001 (Figure
5). You can check the operation of the IC
by using a bench power supply.
Disconnect the TV's power cord and

apply 6.8V at pin 58 from an external
power supply. Now check for a square
drive waveform at pin 64. If this signal is

PRB Line® Introduces...
Figure 7. The case of the varactor turer or the shielded area makes a good place to connect to
for a cold ground. The horizontal output heat sink makes a good hot ground cornection point.

present, you know that the countdown IC,
U1001, is functioning.
If you do not observe a square wave at
pin 64, the problem might be a bad IC, or

transistor is coupled to the base of the horizontal driver.

it also might be a problem in one of the
circuits connected to the IC. Measure the
voltages at all pins of U1001, and check
the countdown frequency (503KHz) at
pin 62 before replacing this IC.
The output drive signal of U1001 is
applied to the base of buffer transistor
Q4302. This transistor is in the circuit to
reduce current demand upon U1001. A
buffer transistor between countdown IC
and driver transistor is not found on most

the flyback (Figure 6). A 23.9V startup
voltage is applied to the driver transistor

TV chassis. The drive output of the buffer

and to the base and collector terminals of

The supply voltage for Q4301 is obtained from a scan -derived 26V source of

from the standby power supply. This voltage is applied even when the set is off.

To determine if the horizontal driver
circuit is operating, use an external power
supply to apply 6.8V at pin 58 of U1001

and 26V at the cathode terminal of run
diode (CR4707) tied into the driver transformer winding. Now connect the oscil-

loscope to the output pin 64 of U1001,

Chip Quik®
SMD Bench
Rework System
A

System specifically designed

for... Removing & Replacing
Surface Mount Devices!

P/N: C01000
$65.95 +S.111
Introductory Price
Good Through
05/30/96

um.

Educational Video Available Soon!

Ng
SERVICING
AID

FLYBACKS
Replacement flybacks for popular
brands including: RCA, Mitsubishi,
Philips, Magnavox and Sylvania
IS09001 Quality Certified
Warranted
Competitively priced

412REMIUM
-=-ELECTRONICS COMPANY

Phone: 800-558-9572
Fax: 800-887-2727
Whitewater, WI 53190

Figure 8. Q4401 is mounted on a separate heat sink with the hot heat sink as ground.
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PART OF
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CHECK

Figure 9. If the outputs of the +44 and +33V sources are not correct, check for poor connections at [4703, leaky CR4703 and shorted or leaky
C4705, C3606 and C3605.

horizontal driver Q4301, in turn, to determine if a drive waveform is present. Most
problems in the driver circuits are caused
by a defective Q4301, R4305, or poor soldered terminals of T4301.

The horizontal driver transformer
(T4301) couples the drive signal to the
base of the horizontal output transistor
(Q4401). Notice that T4301 provides iso-

lation between the hot and cold ground
circuits in the drive and output circuits.

Q4401 to determine if horizontal circuits
are operating to this point.

Scan -derived voltages
A number of different voltage sources
are derived from the flyback transformer

windings. A defective silicon rectifier,
transistor regulator, zener diode, or filter
capacitor can cause improper voltage in

put circuits in most TV sets. Ordinarily
the countdown drive IC is coupled directly to a vertical output IC. Here the CTC
processing IC U1001, vertical reset transistor (Q4503), sawtooth generator
(Q4501), and error amplifier (Q4502) are

found before the vertical output IC
U4501. Q4503 and U1001 provide a reset

pulse that begins the vertical retrace.

Measure voltages and observe wave-

the flyback sources.
If the 6.8V source voltage that supplies
the horizontal countdown IC, U1001, is

forms at all leads of the output transistor
with the common ground lead attached to

absent, look for a defective diode CR4162, Q1402 on/off switch transistor, or

Q4501 discharges the sawtooth capacitor
(C4506) during the retrace interval, while
Q4502 amplifies the vertical drive signal.
The vertical drive signal is applied to
pin 6 of the vertical output IC (U4501).

the hot ground (Figure 7). If you don't
make measurements this way, voltages
and waveforms may be different than

CR4164 zener diode. A 33V source

U4501 contains both top and bottom

tapped off the 44V source feeds the band

sweep output devices with a boost switch
to increase the peak voltage supplied to
the output stage. The output vertical pulse
found at pin 4 of U4501 is directly coupled through R4528 to the yoke winding
(Figure 10). Resistor 84510 and capacitor C4507 connect the vertical return circuit to common ground.
When the problem in one of these sets

those upon the schematic.
If there is no picture, or raster, suspect
horizontal output transistor (Q4401) and

no drive voltage. The damper diode is
constructed inside Q4401, so replace this
transistor with the manufacturer's exact
replacement, RCA part number 190483.

switching circuits (U3600). If there are
problems in this circuitry, it may not be
possible to switch tuning bands, or tune
in stations.
If there are tuning problems, check the
supply voltage on pin 10 of U3600 to see
if this voltage is low, or OV. Go directly

to the +33V source in the scan -derived

The output transistor voltage supply is

circuits and check to see if 1.4703 is open,

taken from the +129V source supplied by
regulator SCR4101.
If the problem is intermittent turn on,
or off and on operation of the set, or chas-

or if CR4703 has leakage. Low voltage
can be caused by open C4705 or C3606.
A shorted C3606 or C3605 can impair
tuner operation (Figure 9).

sis shutdown, in addition to checking
Q4401, resolder terminals 11 and 12 of
the flyback transformer, T4401 (Figure
8). Observe the waveform at the base of
14

Vertical sweep problems
The vertical circuits in this set are quite
different from the vertical drive and out-
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involves the vertical circuits, check the
vertical circuits by observing waveforms
and measuring voltages at all leads of the
output IC and transistors. Observe the
output waveform at pin 4 and the input
waveform at pin 6 of U4501. Go directly
to pin 55 of countdown IC (U1001) and
observe a drive waveform.
If this waveform is absent, suspect a

-410-

Figure 10. The vertical drive and output

IC has an unusual vertical reset, sawtooth, and

error amp transistor between the output IC
drive circuit and the output circuit.

defective U1001, improper supply voltage, or corresponding circuits. Check the
waveform at the emitter of Q4501 and
collector terminal of Q4502. Check each
transistor in the circuit for leakage or open
conditions. Measure voltage on each tran-

sistor. Remember Q4503 and Q4501 are

directly coupled and the voltage will
change on each transistor when one is
found open or leaky.
If the waveform at input terminal 6 of
U4501 is a fairly normal 1.1 Vpp but there
is no output waveform at pin 4, suspect a

defect in U4501, an improper voltage
source or terminal connected components. If the dc voltages on pins 6 and 4
are high, suspect a leaky U4501. When
the voltage on pin 4 is near OV and the
voltage on pin 5 is high, replace U4501,

it's probably leaky. Before replacing
U4501, however, check each component
tied to every terminal.
If the screen shows only a horizontal
white line, or if the vertical is intermittent, suspect U4501. Replace U4501 with
original part number 176853 or an SK 9753 universal replacement.
If the picture is collapsed, or if the vertical is intermittent vertical, or if the vertical sweep is poor, replace C4502. Check
CR4504 for insufficient vertical sweep,
poor soldered connections for intermittent sweep, and a leaky CR4504 for vertical foldover.
C4507 can cause insufficient vertical
sweep and foldover. Check the vertical
feedback capacitors and bias circuits for
poor vertical linearity and foldover. Es-

pecially, shunt electrolytic capacitors
C4502, C4503 and C4505 in turn with
known good capacitors. Clip the replace-

ment capacitor across each suspected
capacitor in turn with the power off.

Vertical kill problems
Another possible cause of vertical
problems in the CTC157 chassis is the
vertical kill output circuit of the control
U3100. When the voltage at the vertical
output IC (U4501) is less than 2V, check
the dc voltage at pin 5 of U3100 (5.1V).
If U3100 or vertical kill transistor is leaky

the vertical output sweep can be shutdown at U4501.
May 1996
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Testing audio power amplifiers
By Jurgen Ewert
Big stereo systems are not the only consumer electronics products that contain
audio power amplifiers. All home entertainment equipment that puts out sound
uses audio power amps. These amplifiers
nowadays are usually built with integrated circuits with little surrounding circuit-

test the unit for the basic specifications

ry. But there are still many pieces of equip-

A typical audio amplifier
Figure 1 shows a general block dia-

ment in use with amplifiers that are built
with discrete components. Even tubes are
used in some special audio power amps.

Most of these amplifiers work basically the same way and troubleshooting
them is similar. To find out what is wrong
with the amplifier, a good approach is to
Ewert is an independent consumer electronics servicing
technician.

first. Usually the rough testing of an audio
amplifier is done by listening to the speaker output. Based on these test results it is

easier to make a decision for the repair
that is to be performed.

audio signal is connected to the tape output before it is modified by the volume,
balance and tone controls. The preamplifier is a low -noise amplifier and increas-

es the signal level of the input signal to
between about 0.7V and 1V.
The driver stage provides enough pow-

gram of an audio amplifier. This could be

a separate unit or it might be inside of a
receiver or a stereo TV. The audio signal
is fed into one of the inputs. A selector
switch connects the audio signal source
to the appropriate input. The volume, balance and tone controls are located in the
preamplifier section.
To provide an output for recording, the

er to drive the power stage. The power
stage is designed to put out enough audio
power to drive the loudspeakers. Depending on the application, the maximum out-

put power can range from less than one
Watt to hundreds of Watts.
Power amplifiers are often protected
against overload, overheating and short
circuits on the outputs. The overload protection circuit senses the operation of the
power stage and if there is something

Input selection
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o L
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0
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a typical audio stereo amplifier.
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the sensitivity in [mV] for 1 -Watt of output power (e.g. 200mV). For example, an
input voltage of 200mV (sine wave) creates one Watt at the speaker output.
Usually only one of the channels, either
the right or the left channel, has decreased
in power or sensitivity. If the power is in
fact low, you will see that the output signal starts clipping at relatively low output
power. You can hear very high distortion
at a relatively low sound level if you play
some music. The problem is a reduction
in sensitivity (less gain) if the problem is

Oscilloscope

r

Audio
generator

Audio
frequency
voltmeter

Audio
power supply
R1

Distortion
meter

Figure 2. Test circuit for measuring audio power amplifiers.

wrong in these circuits, for example, if the
temperature of the power transistors is too

high, this circuit shuts off the audio signal at the driver stage.
There are many different protection
circuits, and they do not always provide
100% protection for the power stage. Pro-

tection for the driver stage, power stage,
and overload protection are sometimes
incorporated into one IC which simplifies
the design of audio amplifiers.
The power supply of an audio amplifier provides the different dc voltages for
all stages. For the preamplifier the dc supply voltage is often stabilized and filtered
to minimize the remaining hum and noise.
The dc voltages for the driver and power
stages are usually connected directly to
the smoothing capacitors.
Tests on audio power amps
An audio power amplifier provides the

power to drive the cone of the loudspeakers in the audio frequency range
from 20Hz to 20kHz. The maximum
power output of power amplifier ranges

that can be used to test the amplifier. If a
CD -Player is used, check the player first
to make sure the signals are good enough
and the output voltages on both the left
and right channels are equal. In some
cases I prefer using a CD -Player because
it plays two channels at once and puts out

Figure 2 shows a test circuit used to
measure the electrical data of an audio
power amp. The signal source for testing
audio amplifiers should be an audio frequency generator with a frequency range
of 10Hz to 20kHz. The output voltage of

the generator should be adjustable between 0.5mV and 2V and the THD of the
output signal should be less than 0.05%.
If a generator is not available, it is possible to make these tests with a CD -Player
and a test CD. On some CD -Players you
can find an adjustable headphone output

fuses in the power supply and at the
speaker outputs. If the sensitivity is bad,

check the settings of all controls first.
Variations in gain can occur in almost any
part of an amplifier. The best approach is

specific signals that I need anyway for

to inject a signal starting at the power or

testing the amp. It would not be economical for me to buy two AF -signal generators. Another advantage of a CD -Player
as a signal source is that you can perform
a quick listening test with any music signal to get a general impression of the performance of the unit.
To evaluate the output signal of the amplifier, an oscilloscope and a load resistor (R1) with appropriate wattage are necessary. The output voltage at the load resistor is measured with an audio frequency voltmeter.
For accurate testing of THD and signal to noise ratio (S/N ratio), it is important to use a distortion meter. Not every
service center can afford such specialized

driver stage, then proceed backwards
stage by stage until you find the point at
which the problem exists.
To measure the maximum output power, set the frequency of the generator to
lkHz and increase the input voltage starting from a very low value until the amplifier starts to clip the positive and the negative peak of the sine wave at the output.
The sine wave is shown in Figure 3. A
good amplifier should clip positive (+Vc)
and negative (-Vc) peak symmetrically.
If you measure the RMS output voltage,
the power at the load resistor is:
Vont [V mu]

rout (Watt] =

Rload

equipment. If a distortion meter is not

from about 0.1W to 200W or more available, the oscilloscope and the audio
depending on the application. Other voltmeter are used to check for distortion
important technical data are the signal to
noise ratio, the total harmonic distortion
(THD), and the frequency response.

that you need a high input signal to get
the nominal output power.
If one or both channels are completely dead, check the power voltage and the

and noise at the output. However this
check is not very accurate and cannot be
used for checking the specifications of
high quality amps.
Power measurement

If your customer complains that the
power output of the power amplifier has
decreased, you will want to measure the
amount of power that the amp puts out.
Before you start these power measurements, check a few things first. It is possible that the power output capability of
the power amplifier is fine but the gain is
less than normal.
Audio amplifier specifications include

Most AF voltmeters are calibrated to
show the RMS value of a sine wave, but
they really measure the peak value (i.e.
the measurement is only accurate if the
voltage is a sine wave). To measure the
RMS output voltage of the amplifier, a
regular multimeter is good enough to perform this test, but check the specs of your
meter to make sure it is rated for the audio
frequency range.

If you want to measure the output
power with an oscilloscope you will measure the peak to peak voltage (Vpp) of the

signal. Using this method, the output
Power (Pout) is:

May 1996

(0.125 x Vpp) [V]
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More sophisticated test laboratories
use a sweep generator combined with a
plotter to draw the frequency response on
paper but the average repair shop can usually not afford these high-tech setups. An

audio frequency generator with stable
output voltage and an AF voltmeter with
dB scale can do the job quite well and are
far less expensive.

Testing the tone controls and equalizer
If your customer told you that the amplifier does not sound right and he noticed

different sound at the speakers, there
might be something wrong with the tone
control, but there is also a good chance
that one of the speakers is bad. So before
you start troubleshooting the amp, hook

it up to your test speakers and listen to

your favorite music. If it still doesn't
Figure 3. To measure the maximum output power, set the frequency of the generator to 1 kHz
and increase the input voltage starting from a very low value until the amplifier starts to clip the
positive and the negative peak of the sine wave at the output. A good amplifier should start to
clip the positive (+Vc) and negative (-Vc) peaks symmetrically.

The advantage of measuring the output voltage with an oscilloscope is that
you can see when the signal starts clipping. Measurements with the oscilloscope
are usually not very accurate, however.

For troubleshooting a bad frequency
response you can use a square wave of ap-

proximately 400Hz at the input, and an
oscilloscope. The shape of the signal at

the output reflects the frequency re-

one of the stereo channels has a different

sponse. This method is fast and accurate
enough. After the problem is corrected,
you should measure the frequency response with sine wave signals to confirm

frequency response than the other. The
trouble spot can be anywhere in the sig-

that the frequency responses of both channels are within specification.

nal path. Concentrate on coupling capacitors. I have found that electrolytic capacitors are the most likely troublemakers if
the frequency response is bad. If it is possible, inject the signal into the power am-

To check the frequency response, set
the generator frequency to 1000Hz and
the output signal to a value far below the
maximum output power (e.g. 100mW). If
you want to test the frequency linearity of
the amp, set the tone control or the equal-

Frequency response
You will hear a difference in sound if

plifier, bypassing the preamplifier and
tone control. If the frequency response is

still not right, the fault is located in the
power amplifier.

izer to linear, turn off all filters and set the
loudness switch to off.

The value of the output voltage at
1000Hz is the reference value. Set the volume so that the needle of the meter points

an

-o
o

0

-3

7
fci_ --I

1-20Hz

20kHz-1

icu

Frequency

Figure 4. The frequency response of a good
audio power amplifier should be flat from 20Hz
to 20 kHz. The difference of the output voltage
should not exceed 1 dB across the entire audio
frequency range.
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to 0dB on the scale.
Switch the generator frequency to various frequencies between 20Hz and 20 kHz and note the difference of the output
voltage in dB from the 1000Hz reference.
The frequency response of a good audio
power amplifier should be flat from 20Hz
to 20kHz (Figure 4). The difference of the

output voltage should not exceed 1 dB
across the entire audio frequency range.
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sound right, check all of the controls, especially the equalizer if there is one. Try
all the inputs and see if the sound is different using a different input. If only one
input sounds odd, the trouble spot might
be located in the preamp.
To test the tone controls, equalizer and
filters you need to know the specifications
of these circuits. For the test of the tone
controls it is usually good enough to measure the frequency response at the maximum and minimum settings of the bass
and treble control. Make sure that the signal level is well below clipping of the output signal. The balance control should be

in the center position and high and low
filters should be switched off. Figure 5
shows the frequency response of an audio

amplifier with the tone controls set to
maximum and minimum respectively. In
a stereo amplifier both channels should
have equal characteristics (less than +/1 dB difference at each test frequency).
An equalizer is a tone control circuit
that is capable of controlling the gain of

small portions of the audio frequency
band separately. In contrast with a simple

tone control, the equalizer usually controls left and right stereo channels separately. Therefore you need to set both
channels to equal positions to be able to
compare the frequency response.

THD and signal to noise ratio
measurement
If the audio sounds "scratchy," the
THD (of the output signal is probably
high. Common causes for high distortion

Figure 5. This is the way the frequency response of an audio amplifier will look with the tone controls set to maximum and minimum respectively. In a stereo amplifier both channels should have
equal characteristics (less than ±1dB difference at each test frequency).

are overloading of an amplifier stage or
nonlinear characteristics of active components. The source for distortion can be
anywhere in the signal path. Use your test
speakers to eliminate the speakers as the
cause for distortion. Avoid any overloading of the input by setting the volume and

tone controls to appropriate levels. To
troubleshoot the amp, check the sine
wave signal for distortion at the output of
every stage with an oscilloscope.
The average service center will use the
oscilloscope to find the source of excessive noise. The first test is to listen to the
speakers to find out if one or both of the
channels are noisy . If the noise is present
on both channels, check the power voltage at the preamp with an oscilloscope for
noise. In most cases you will find excessive noise on only one channel. Usually
the source for the noise is an active component in the signal path of the preamp.

A service center that specializes in
audio repair should have a THD meter to
be able to check equipment to see if it is
operating to its specifications. The THD
meter and the signal-to-noise meter (S/Nmeter) are often the same instrument. If
you use a THD meter use an input signal
with low distortion to get precise results.
The signal-to-noise ratio is simply the
ratio of the output voltage at nominal level to the output noise level which is superimposed on the output signal. This ratio

output with no input signal to check the
S/N ratio roughly. To calculate the S/N
ratio use the following formula.

ITEMS IN STOCK
e*
eleaw4-e- ems.

Vsignai [mV1

S/N [dB' = 20 x log

'A

The THD is the ratio of the RMS value
of all harmonics to the RMS value of the
signal voltage plus all harmonics in percent.

THD 1%1 =

V harmonics RMS
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THD and S/N meters measure the values "weighted." That means that a builtin filter simulates the frequency response
of the human ear.
In cases where the distortion is very
high it is possible to make a judgment by
watching the output signal on the oscilloscope screen.
Hum and noise at the output of an amplifier can be measured with a S/N meter.
For the audio repair shop that works on
high quality audio equipment, a S/N meter is necessary to detect noise that is, for
example, 90dB below the signal level.

I
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Often THD and noise are combined in one

value for distortion (THD+N).

The test and troubleshooting proce-

is measured in decibels (dB). You can

dures described in this article will perhaps

measure the signal voltage with the voltmeter at nominal power output or at 1 Watt output (depending on the specification of the amp) and the noise level on the

help you to make your next audio repair
a little easier. A future article will provide
more specific suggestions about troubleshooting the power stages in audio amps.
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Color television receiver circuits:
Part 2
By Lamarr W. Ritchie
Part 1 of this article provided an overview of the circuits in a color TV receiver, including definitions of the operation
of the major stages (Figure 1). This second part of the article will detail the operation of the video IF amps, the video amps,

the sync circuits and the AGC circuits.

RF tuners
The VHF tuner contains, at a minimum, an RF amplifier, local oscillator,
and mixer stages. The local oscillator
operates at a frequency that is 45.75Mhz
above the visual carrier frequency. This
produces video IF frequencies of:

Picture 45.75Mhz
Sound 41.25Mhz
Notice that in the video IF passband,
the picture carrier is 4.5Mhz above the
sound carrier. This arrangement is opposite to the way the carriers are oriented for
the original RF signal.

To receive an acceptable, snow -free
picture, the S/N (signal to noise) ratio at
the tuner input should be at least 30:1.
This normally requires about 500pV of
signal strength in the VHF band.
Signal strength is also measured in
dBm (dB relative to lmV). Often dBm is
shortened to dB for conversational purposes; therefore 0dB = 1000pV of signal.
To maintain a good quality picture, the
signal level usually must be above OdB.
The output of a typical VCR or computer/
game modulator is about 6dB (2000pV).
Most older tuners had wavetraps for
the FM radio band (88MHz to 108MHz)
but newer "cable ready" receivers do not
because these frequencies are used for
cable -only channels.

Tuner inputs
Tuners have 3000 balanced inputs,
using two terminal connectors, and/or a
Ritchie is an electronics instructor at Kentucky Tech,
Hazard Campus.

Figure 1. The circuitry of most modem television receivers is similar to that shown in this

block diagram. 20
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750 "F" type cable connector. The 30052

In order to receive a broad enough

balanced type of input is primarily for
antenna connections for the reception of

bandwidth, the tuner's passband extends
a little into adjacent channels. The video

local television signals.

IF circuits are provided with traps to eliminate the unwanted frequencies. A typical
tuner frequency response for channel 2 is
as shown in Figure 2.

The balanced connections provide
minimum pickup on the lead-in wires of
signals that would cause ghosts and interference, and 3000 is the most common
impedance for TV antennas. For long distances, however, 7552 coax cable is preferred, and many modern receivers have
only this type of connection.
For changing the connection from one

type of lead-in wire to the other, a
BALUN (balanced to unbalanced) transformer is used, having an "F" type cable
connector on one end and two terminal
connectors on the other.

Each time the received channel is
changed, at least four circuits in the tuner
must be changed in frequency. The anten-

na input tuning, RF output amp tuning,
mixer input tuning and local oscillator
frequency. To accomplish this, older tun-

ers usually used one of two mechanical
arrangements to change the coils for the
circuits for each channel.

Mechanical tuners
The "turret type" tuner used long rectangular turrets, each of which contained
all of the coils needed to tune a particular
channel. These were arranged like the old
Gattling gun. As the channel was

Tuners in color receivers always have
an AFT (automatic fine tuning) circuit
because the tuning must be exact; high
enough to receive the color sidebands but
not too high as to cause interference from
the audio carrier. Figure 3 shows a possible tuning arrangement for the VHF elec-

tronic tuner, using switches to select
channels and pots for fine tuning.
A varactor diode does not have enough
tuning range to enable tuning through the
full VHF band with a single coil. Switching diodes are used when tuning from low
band to high band VHF that "short out"
some of the coils' turns. Figure 4 shows
how the switching diodes connect to the
coils in the previous diagram.
When high band channels are selected, the switching diode is forward biased.

A forward biased diode has very low
resistance, which effectively grounds the
tap in the coil. The coil, now with fewer

turns, has a lower inductance and res-

59.75 60.00
54 00 55.25
Frequencies (MHz)

Figure 2. A typical tuner frequency response
for channel 2.

onates with the varicap at the high band
VHF frequencies.
The UHF tuner, as shown in Figure 5,
is made similarly, but the narrower tuning range (less than a 2:1 ratio between
highest and lowest frequencies) makes it
possible to tune the entire band without
switching diodes.
In the older, mechanically -tuned, UHF
tuners, resonant sections of the tuner were

used as tuned cavities. Openings in the
cavities coupled energy to each section
and ganged variable capacitors varied the

resonant frequency for each section.
Most older UHF tuners were nothing
more than three tuned sections (RF tuning oscillator and mixer out), a transistor
RF amp

'tuning

changed, a turret moved around until it
was in position against a set of contacts
for each coil. Usually, the local oscillator
coil was in front and had a gear -driven
core, driven externally by a knob to adjust
the fine tuning for each channel.
The other popular type of mechanical
tuner was the "wafer type". This one used
stacked/ganged wafer switches to change
the coils. The biggest problem with these

tuners was that the contacts would become dirty and/or worn, requiring frequent cleaning or adjusting.

Local
5

eo

oscillator
tuning

0
2

Channel
salect

snitch
Tuning
voltage

Mixer input
tuning

Varactor-diode tuners
Modern tuners use varactor diodes to
accomplish this tuning. The use of varactor diodes allows the circuits to be tuned

using only a dc control voltage. In this
type of tuner, switches connected to different voltage dividers can be used to
change channels, or the voltages can be
generated digitally using a D/A (digital analog) converter.

Figure 3. This possible tuning arrangement for the VHF electronic tuner uses switches to select
channels and pots for fine tuning.
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Figure 4. The switching diodes shown in
Figure 3 connect to the coils as shown here.

local oscillator and a hot -carrier diode for

the mixer. When UHF was selected, the
VHF tuner's mixer and, in some receivers, the RF amp became extra IF amps to
boost the gain because there was no amplification in the UHF tuner.
In tuners manufactured today, a single
unit tunes both VHF and UHF. Most can
also tune to the extra VHF cable channels.

These tuners are compact and have no
moving parts.

Tuner terminals
a

The modern tuner usually consists of
small shielded box containing a single

circuit board. All tuning and band switch -

mg is done with voltages input to the tuner's terminals.

The connections to the tuner will be
identified in a way similar to that shown
in Figure 6. The VHF INPUT, UHF INPUT and IF OUTPUT are self explanatory. The other connections and voltages
in the tuner are:
AGC - This is an analog (varying) voltage from the AGC circuits that controls
the gain of the tuner's RF amps.
BH - This is a digital voltage, meaning

it is a voltage that will either be there,
called "high", or not, called "low". The
"high" can be around 5V to 15V, with 12V

being common. When this pin is made to
go high, high band VHF is selected.
BL - Same as for BH, when this pin is
made high, low band VHF is selected.
BU - Digital voltage also, like BH and
BL, when this pin is made high, the television set's UHF is selected.
VT - This is an analog voltage, the tuning voltage. This voltage is developed by
external circuits, possibly a microproces-

sor, that determines the frequency the
tuner will receive.
B+ - This is the power supply voltage
for the tuner, typically 12V.

IF out to
VHF tuner

Bound into this issue is
the ES&T Reader Survey

Antenna
input

UHF RF
amp

UHF

UHF

mixer

oscillator

card.
Variable d.c.

We would like to hear
about the problems you
face, the opportunities you
see and the equipment you

tuning voltage
Figure 5. The UHF tuner, as shown here is similar to the VHF tuner, but the narrower tuning
range (less than a 2:1 ratio between highest and lowest frequencies) makes it possible to tune
the entire band without switching diodes.

use during the course of
your work day.
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Figure 6. The modern tuner usually consists of a small shielded box containing a single circuit
board. All tuning and band switching is done with voltages input to the tuner's terminals. The con
nections to the tuner will be identified in a way similar to that shown here.
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AFT - An analog voltage from an AFT

detector or PLL circuit in the video IF
stages keeps the tuner "locked in" to the
correct channel frequency.
GND - The ground connection.
The AFT circuit may consist of a discriminator tuned to 45.75MHz. If the video IF's picture carrier is at exactly this frequency, no control voltage will be developed. If the oscillator drifts or the finetuning is misadjusted, the picture IF will
beat to a different frequency and the discriminator will develop an output voltage. This voltage will be fed to the local

oscillator's varactor to either add to or
subtract from its tuning voltage, depending on the direction of the drift.
In many modem tuners, reference frequencies are generated and digital circuits

used along with a phase -locked loop
(PLL) to keep the tuner locked in to precisely the correct frequency.

Video IF amps
The Video IF amps are basically small signal tuned RF amps. In addition to amplifying the video and audio frequencies,
these stages must have a wide bandwidth.
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Figure 7. Ideally, the overall response of the
video amps should be as shown here.
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Figure 8. In some video amps, overcoupling may be used n one or more stages to widen the
bandwidth, as shown in the upper drawing. The video IF stages would have a typical overall
response similar to that shown in the lower drawing.
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Figure 9. A typical transistor video IF amp stage.

widen the bandwidth, as shown in the

High

Medium
Low

Figure 10. Lowering the gain serves to widen
the frequency response of the amplifier.

work, lower video frequencies will exhibupper drawing of Figure 8. The video IF . it more phase shift than the higher frestages would have a typical overall re- quencies because of the greater reactance.
sponse similar to that shown in the lower This amounts to a small difference in time
between input and output.
drawing of the figure.
Since it takes only 63.5psec to scan one
All frequencies shown are, of course,
in MHz. The dip, or "hump" in the re- horizontal line, a small amount of lag can
sponse curve should not fall below 90% cause a problem, causing objects in the
of the peak amplitude. The 41.25MHz. picture to be displaced to the right. This
point should be at 10% amplitude. A typ- can produce a "smear." Where possible,

ical transistor video IF amp stage is as
shown in Figure 9. Many modern receivers have the video IF stages within integrated circuits, but will still have external
tuned circuits and traps.
Series LC response

Low -Q series

LCR response
Figure 11. The response of the amplifier can
be flattened by adding a low 0 series resonant circuit, or series LCR. The one shown
here is a "shunt peaking" circuit, so called
because it is used in parallel with the output
of one of the video amps.

Video amplifiers
Video amplifiers are basically high
quality wideband amplifiers. Video am-

direct -coupled video amps are used to
eliminate the reactive phase lag.
To obtain the proper bandwidth, several things may be done. The video amps
may use lower values of load resistances

to produce an overall wider bandwidth.
Since gain is proportional to the load resistance and the gain -bandwidth product
of an amplifier is a constant, lowering the

plifiers must have approximately a 4MHz
bandwidth. They must also have the prop-

gain serves to widen the frequency response of the amplifier. The drawing in

er phase output, and must not introduce
phase distortion or "lag".

Figure 10 illustrates this.

If the signal passes through an RC net -

Obtaining a "flat" response

The response will still taper off on the
upper and lower ends of the band. If we
Series
had a load resistance that had a higher
peaking
impedance on the upper and lower ends
To next
and lower impedance in the middle of the
> video amp
curve, we could get a gain compensating
curve to flatten the response. This can be
accomplished with a low Q series resoInput >
Shunt
nant circuit, or series LCR.
peaking
This circuit, shown in Figure 11, is
called shunt peaking because the circuit
is used in parallel with the output of one
of the video amps.
Series peaking circuits are also used.
VCC
This type improves only the high frequency response. Series peaking uses an inductor to resonate with the input capaciFigure 12. The peaking circuits in video amps are not normally adjustable, but some receivers
tance of a video amp stage. If the resonant
have a variable resistor in the peaking circuit called a sharpness control. This is an example of
a video amplifier employing both series and shunt peaking.
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frequency is chosen above the video pass -

Figure 13. This is the basic operation of the sync separator.

Figure 14. The sync circuit can be modified so that the bias voltage for
the diode varies with the peak level of the video as shown.

band, a rising response will be observed
at the upper frequencies as this frequency is approached. To prevent a sharp rise
from occurring, swamping resistors are
often used across the coil.
The peaking circuits in video amps are
not normally adjustable, but some receivers have a variable resistor in the peaking
circuit called a sharpness control. Figure

is often used that clamps the video to OV
at the peak sync level. Of course, if direct
coupling is used throughout, dc restoration is not needed.
Many smaller monochrome receivers

voltage will be less positive than 2V.
Since the cathode of the diode is con-

do without dc restoration by adding a

conduct is during the sync pulses, when
the anode voltage exceeds 2V. We are
assuming for this example that this is an

12 is an example of a video amplifier employing both series and shunt peaking.

produce acceptable pictures this way.

Video amplifier design
The emitter follower is often used for
video amplifiers and can be used without
frequency compensation because of its
low output impedance. It cannot provide
voltage gain, however, and is sometimes
followed by a common base amp to provide this gain. This works well because
the common -base amp's low input impedance can closely match the output impedance of the emitter follower.
A common -emitter amp direct coupled
to a common base amp also works well.
With this arrangement the two devices are
essentially in series. This is often referred
to as a "cascoded" video amplifier.

fixed amount of dc to the video. The peak

levels will still vary but modern CRTs
have better contrast ratios that can still

nected through a resistor to a positive 2V,
it will be reverse biased during this time
and will not conduct. The only time it can

Sync circuits
The sync circuits consist of the sync
separator and sync amplifier. Some receivers may not use a sync amp if the level

of sync from the sync separator is sufficient. The sync separator separates the
sync from the video so that it can be used
by the sweep circuits. Figure 13 shows
the basic operation of the sync separator.
If the dc voltage at the blanking level
is 2V, as shown, for most of the video the

Figure 15. A simplified diagram of the transistor sync separator.

+300v.

Noise
spike

The dc restorer

01

0

If capacitive coupling is used in any of
the video amplifiers, the dc component of
the video signal will be lost. If this occurs,
a change in peak value of the video signals will cause the value at both extremes
of the signal to change. For example, if a

0
+20v.

brightly colored object appears in the
video, the negative voltages (representing darker objects) would become more
negative to compensate and maintain an
average of OV. In a situation like this the
gray tones might then become black, and

02

0

the darker shades might be lost altogether.

To compensate, the dc component of
the signal can be reinserted by a dc restorer or clamp circuit. A diode clamp circuit

Figure 16. Some receivers employ a noise gate. such as this, to prevent impulse noise, such as
static or lightning, from interfering with the sync.
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It is much more common to use an ampli-

Video det
From last
video IF
amp

C1

2.2M

D1

-AGC
voltage

0

To sync amp

:im

C2

fying device, such as a transistor, as the
sync separator. A transistor can be biased
so that it is driven between saturation and
cutoff by the sync, thus squaring off the
pulses. A transistor also provides a larger amplitude for the sync and, in many
cases, makes a sync amp unnecessary.
Figure 15 is a simplified diagram of a
transistor sync separator. Most color receiver sync circuits use a sync amplifier
following the sync separator.

The noise gate
Some receivers employ a noise gate to

prevent impulse noise, such as static or
lightning, from interfering with the sync.
Figure 17. The AGC detector works similarly to the sync separator and in some receivers may
be integral with it. This is a simplified diagram of a peak AGC circuit.

If the noise were to be sufficient in ampli-

ideal diode. When dealing with actual diodes the barrier voltage would have to be
taken into account.
This circuit is not used in practice be-

small amount, not enough to bring the

gram of Figure 16 is an example of a noise

voltage down to the blanking level, after
one complete horizontal line. At this time

cause the video signal is subject to vary
somewhat. The circuit can be modified,
however, so that the bias voltage for the
diode varies with the peak level of the
video as shown in Figure 14.
For this circuit, as the diode conducts
the capacitor develops a charge equal to
the peak sync level. The time constant is
such that the capacitor discharges only a

exceeds the capacitor's charge by a small
amount so the diode does conduct during
this time and produce an output pulse. For

gate. In this diagram, Q1 is the sync separator and Q2 the noise gate. Notice that
two opposite -phase video signals are used
for this particular circuit.

another sync pulse occurs which now

longer term variations the capacitor's
charge can adjust to the signal level.

tude to exceed the sync level, it would
cause the picture to roll or tear. The dia-

The bottom transistor is biased such
that it is normally saturated and thus connects the emitter of the sync separator to
ground. A signal that is sufficiently neg-

ative, like the noise spike shown, can
An amplifying device as sync separator
Although the diode sync separator

override the positive voltage causing Q2

works, it does not produce a square pulse.

effectively disconnects the emitter of the

to go into cutoff during that time. This

From last

video IF amp)

)Video
4(

+

I(--

>To first IF

MA.

-W.
-w.

To 2nd IF

RF AGC

H pulses from
flyback

:-.

+V

AGC control
Figure 18. In some cases the AGC control voltage may not be large enough to control the gain of the IF amps, so an AGC amplifier, such as the
one shown here, may be used.
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sync separator from ground and does not
allow it to work during this time.

AGC circuits
It is apparent that differences in reference levels for the video signal cannot be
tolerated to any great extent. Therefore,
the carrier level at the video detector must
remain fairly constant, regardless of the
received signal strength.

AGC circuits must develop two different AGC voltages. One is for the tuner,
called the RF AGC voltage and the other

is the IF AGC voltage for the video IF
amps. Since the signal levels at the tuner
input are very small, much less variation
in the AGC voltage is needed there. Resistors may be used to lower the IF AGC

voltage to the correct value for the RF
AGC. Variable resistors may be used for
these to allow the AGC voltages to be set
to the optimum point.
The AGC detector works similarly to
the sync separator and in some receivers
may be integral with it. Figure 17 is a sim-

plified diagram of a peak AGC circuit.
The only change from the operation of
the sync separator is that another RC cir-

Figure 19. Most receivers today use a keyed AGC system, which is made to be responsive to
the signal only during the sync. It is then not responsive to noise during horizontal scanning
time. It can also use a much shorter time constant during the sync time allowing the AGC voltage to adjust quickly.

ment because it is made to be responsive

to the signal only during the sync. It is
then not responsive to noise during hori-

zontal scanning time. It can also use a
much shorter time constant during the
sync time allowing the AGC voltage to
adjust quickly. Usually, pulses from the
flyback transformer are used as the supply voltage for the AGC stage so that it is
only operative during this time. Figure 19

cuit is added with a much longer time constant. Capacitor C2 is capable of holding
a dc charge equal to the peak sync for sev-

This voltage will follow any longer
term changes in peak amplitude. In some
cases this control voltage may not be large
enough to control the gain of the IF amps,

so an AGC amplifier may be used. The
circuit of Figure 18 is an example.
Some earlier receivers used a local/distance switch to select low or high gain for
the AGC amp. This helped prevent overloading of very strong signals or reducing the gain too much for very weak ones.
The peak AGC uses a long time constant and thus cannot follow signals that

change quickly in signal strength. This
can cause the picture to "flutter" when the

signal reflects from cars, trains or other
moving objects. Another problem it has
is that it is responsive to any peak signal.
This can cause noise spikes to "set" the
AGC level and weaken the actual video
when noise occurs.
Keyed AGC
Most receivers today use a keyed AGC
system. The keyed AGC is an improve -

circuitry is contained within an integrated circuit along with the sync circuits and
possibly, many other circuits.

The color and brightness circuits
The color and brightness circuits of a
TV receiver will be covered in a future
article segment in a future issue.

ES&T Calendar

eral horizontal lines. This produces a
smooth output voltage.

is a circuit example of a keyed AGC stage.
In most receivers made today, the AGC

Electronics Distribution Show &
Conference
May 15-17, 1996
Las Vegas, NV
312-648-1140

WESA (WI) 36th Annual State
Convention
June 7-9, 1996
Green Bay, WI
414-425-6193

EEA Conference on Electromagnetic
Energy
May 20-22, 1996
Washington DC
202-452-1070

1996 Satellite Dealers Association
Annual Conference
June 13, 14, 15
Faribault, MN 55303
800-288-3824

CES Orlando '96-The Digital
National Professional Service
Convention and Professional Service
Trade Show
August 5-10, 1996
St. Louis, MO
817-921-9061

Destination
May 23-25, 1996
Orlando, FL
703-907-7500

CES Habitech
May 23-25, 1996
Orlando, FL
703-907-7500

1996 CES Specialty Audio and Home
Theater Show
May 23-25, 1996
Orlando, FL
703-907-7500

ServiceTech '96: Fourth Annual
Conference of Innovation in Services
Technology
September 9-12
Boston, MA
800-333-9786 or 941-275-7887
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Test Your Electronics Knowledge

Basic theory and basic math
By Sam Wilson

1. An example of an analog meter

6. Convert 47 degrees to radians.

movement is the one used in the Simpson

1V

7. Name four things on which the resistance of wire depends.

260. The movement is usually called a
D' Arsonval

Meter Movement. The

Lamp

deflection of the pointer is dependent

4c2

4w.

upon the
A. average value of sinewave current.
B. RMS value of sinewave current.
2. The NiCd (nickel -cadmium) battery
was invented by
A. Tesla.
B. Edison.
C. Armstrong.
D. Fleming

3. Is the following math correct?
2n

= 27cf

T
Where f is the frequency of a sine wave
Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

Figure 1. How much current is flowing in
this circuit?

8. Is the following addition of phasors
correct?

3L20° + 5L4° = 8L24°
A. Correct
B. Not correct

and T is the time for one cycle of the same
sine wave
A. It is correct.
B. It is not correct.

4. How much current is flowing in the
circuit of Figure 1?

5. The diameter of a wire is 100 mils.
What is its diameter in circular mils?

9. True power divided by apparent
power equals
A. tangent of the phase angle.
B. Vars.
C. power factor.

D. None of the above.

10. What is the numerical value of
omega for a 60Hz sine wave?

BOOKS
Troubleshooting Analog Circuits, By

Robert A. Pease, Butterworth Heinemann, 217 pages, $26.95
Now available in paperback, this guide
by one of the legends of electronic design
walks the reader through methods for debugging and troubleshooting analog circuits. The text includes generous helpings
of Bob's unique insights, humor and philosophy regarding analog circuits.
Butterworth Heinemann, 313 Washington Street, Newton, MA
02158-1626

ed to test your understanding. With the
proper equipment, you can also build the
circuits described Digital Electronics.
Building and testing a circuit is the best
way to fully understand its operation. The
information covered in Digital Electronics

includes: Logic Gates, Logic Families,
Logic Function Implementation, Flip Flops, Control Circuits, Codes, Registers,

Encoders, Decoders and Multiplexers,
Comparator and Exclusive -OR Circuits,
Counters, Arithmetic Circuits, Memory,

Digital Electronics for the Hobbyist,

Digital -to -Analog and Analog -to -Digital

Technician & Engineer, By Stephen
Kamichik, PROMPT Publications,

Converters, and more.
Author Stephen Kamichik is an elec-

paperback, 300 pages, illus
Digital Electronics is designed to supplement an introductory course of digital
electronics, teach the electronics hobbyist about digital electronics, and serve as
a review for practicing technicians and
engineers. Illustrated with figures, tables,
and examples, each chapter is a lesson in
digital electronics with problems includ-

tronics consultant who has developed
dozens of electronics products and

$16.95
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received patents in both the Unites States
and Canada. He holds degrees in electri-

cal engineering, and was employed for
several years as an electronics technician
at SPAR in Montreal, where he worked
on the initial prototyping of the

Canadarm. His other books include

Electronic Servicing & Technology May 1996

Advanced Electronic Projects for Your
Home & Automobile and Semiconductor
Essentials for Hobbyists, Technicians &

Engineers, also published by PROMPT
Publications.
PROMPT Publications, 2647 Waterfront Parkway, E. Dr.,
Suite 300, Indianapolis, IN 46214-2041

Understanding electronics, By Owen
Bishop, Butterworth Heinemann, 256
pages, 172 illus., Paperback $24.95
Understanding Electronics provides a

readable introduction to the exciting
world of electronics for the student or en-

thusiast with little previous knowledge
of electronics. It covers the basic theory,
diodes, transistors and integrated circuits, computer applications of electronics - binary arithmetic, ROM and ram,

interactive CD/I-and other applications of electronics in microwaves,
medicine, industry, and sound and video recording.
Butterworth Heinemann, 313 Washington Street, Newton, MA
02158-1626

* * * SHOWCASE OF TOOLS & TOOL CASES * * *
Getting the job done, whether it's repairing a
fine watch or changing the spark plugs of an
engine that's in a hard to reach place is made easier with the right tools. And much of what's true

of watches or automobiles is every bit as true
when it comes to trying to desolder a tiny surface -mount semiconductor or replacing a 35 inch picture tube.
Here's an example that many service technicians can relate to. You're performing some
type of service on site and you find that completion of this procedure requires that you
strip about a half inch of insulation off the
end of a piece of stranded wire. Somehow
your wire stripper isn't in the toolkit. So you
take out your trusty jackknife and use it to

cut partway through the insulation. But
either the knife is dull and just won't penetrate the insulation, or it's too sharp and
cuts right through the insulation and nicks
several of the hair -fine strands.
This is a fairly common problem, and
we're not even talking high tech in this

instance. All we're trying to do is
remove a small amount of plastic from
a few strands of copper. When it comes
to removing and replacing a hundred leaded IC, the problem escalates.
Because of the unique and difficult
problems faced in consumer electronics service, it is important to carefully plan what tools to buy, to make sure that
the tools purchased are quality tools, and to use an orderly
system of storage, whether it's a rack at the service bench or
a tool kit that's carried on service calls.

Selecting a vendor
You can buy most tools just about anywhere. Every hard-

ware store, department store or discount store has a tool
department where you could probably obtain many of your
tools. But then the tool needs of a consumer electronics servicing technician are pretty demanding and many of the tools
needed to service a TV, VCR, camcorder or personal computer are special-purpose tools. It might, therefore, be more
effective to select tools from vendors who know the special
needs of the technician.

The showcase
This Tool and Toolcase Showcase is designed to provide
readers with a little more information than is ordinarily available about tool vendors. Each advertiser in this showcase has
been given an additional amount of space to tell readers about
their company in the hope that it will help in the process of

determining who is most likely to carry the kinds of tools
most targeted to consumer electronics service.
As you read the descriptions of these companies, written
in their own words, you might want to keep these questions
in mind:

How long have they been in business?
How often are they able to fill orders from stock?
What payment options do they offer-open order
account, credit card?
How soon after receipt of an order to they ship?
Do they add a shipping surcharge?
Do they have a toll free number?
What ordering options do they offer?
What is their return policy?
Do they offer a warranty?
Is there a minimum order amount?
What shipping options do they offer?
What special services do they offer?
May 1996
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Tentel
4475 Golden Foothill Pky.
El Dorado Hills. CA 95762
Phone: 916-939-4005
800-538-6894
Fax: 916-939-4114
Over 90% of VCR and camcorder problems are due to mechanical malfunctions.
Mechanical components fail due to wear.

oxidation, and abuse. There are literally
dozens of mechanical parameters in a
typical machine. These mechanical problems can be categorized as 1) carriage
alignment, 2) tape hold back tension, 3)
guide and reel table heights, and 4) video
head wear problems. Most TV shops only

guess about VCR problems since they
have thousands of dollars in electronic
testing equipment but virtually nothing for
the critical mechanical VCR parameters.
Tentel manufactures the only universal
test instruments to provide fast, accurate
measurement of these mechanical tests.

Elimination of guessing provides better

repairs without costly and embarrassing
call backs, while actually cutting down the
time spent on VCR service.

ognized th -oughout the world as the leader

in supplyi 1g easy to use powerful test

Tentel has been providing test instru-

instruments for the mechanical measurements on video transports. Over 70.000

ments to the video repair and maintenance
marketplace for over 22 years, and is rec-

TENTEL test instruments are in use for
testing and repairing video transports.

IMAGINE THE BEST VCR
TEST INSTRUMENTS!
These are EVEN BETTER!
These VCR test instruments will actually help your business, by allowing
BETTER and FASTER VCR repairs.
It's interesting how veterans of trial and errorVCR
repair, suddenly become our BEST supporters.
EVERY VCR service manual
Try these gauges in your own
shop, with a 100% satisfaction shows a method of performing
money back guarantee. STOP critical mechanical tests which
guessing and wasting valuable cause the majority of VCR probservice time by continuing TRIAL lems.TENTEL offersthe ONLY
and ERROR VCR repairs. The Universal gauges for tape tenRIGHTtools make any job easier sion, guide heights, torques,

to do; these ARE the RIGHT video head wear, reel table
tools for VCR repair!

heights, and MORE.

8 4475 GOLDEN FOOTHILL PKWY.

800-538-6894 / 916-939-4005

1E NTE L EL DORADO HILLS, CA 95762
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* * * SHOWCASE OF TOOLS & TOOL CASES * * *
ITT Pomona Electronics
Providing Unique High -Performance Toolcases for
Test & Measurement

1500 East Ninth Street
Pomona, CA 91766-3835
Phone: 1-800-241-2060, 909-469-2900
Fax: 909-629-3317
Fluke, H -P and Tek-Specific Kits
A specialized type of Test Companion."'
toolcase from ITT Pomona Electronics comes
outfitted with a complete set of test accessories
specifically designed for use with Fluke,
Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix DMMs, graphical multimeters and oscilloscopes. Carrying
cases are lightweight Cordura for easy portability and accessibility when servicing office,
plant or field locations. They hold and protect
instruments, test leads, probes and tools and
provide a variety of zippered and Velcro -sealed
pockets for manuals, service forms and miscellaneous items.
Also available are smaller, shoulder -pack
kits and tri-fold pouch styles. Most accessories
in the cases are IEC1010-compliant, and each
Test Companion"' kit is expressly tailored to
provide maximum test versatility and performance levels not typically experienced with factory -supplied test accessories. Kits range in
price from $80-$390. An easy -to -read chart in

the '96 ITT Pomona Short Form Catalog facilitates kit selection, coded to Fluke, H -P and Tek
instrument model numbers.

Through periods of very accelerated growth,

The Company
ITT Pomona Electronics is a leading supplier of electronics test accessories. The compa-

ny's products are recognized worldwide as
being of the highest quality, dependability and
reliability. Additionally Pomona's products,
designed for a wide range of test and design

applications, are immediately available from
stock.
What is now ITT Pomona Electronics began

as a radio and television repair service, started by two civil an soldiers returning home from
World War II. To do their jobs more efficiently,
they began to develop their own accessories.
Within a fairly short time, a family of easy -to use accessories emerged to answer testing
problems. From the beginning, quality was as
important as functionality.

Pomona has continued to maintain its high
standards of quality and market responsiveness. Today, Pomona has the broadest product line of test accessories in the world. Its focus
has remained constant: to contribute directly to

the efficiency and productivity of electronics
testing by providing quality test accessories
second to none.
ITT Pomona Electronics prides itself on its
on -site ability to produce quality products in volume qJantities for the industry's most popularly based design and test needs. Its products,
such as the new Test Companion TM Accessory
Kits, are recommended by leading manufacturers of test equipment and instruments. For
more information on these very special types

of toolcases, contact 1-800-241-2060, fax:
909-629-3317 for more information.

Save the Chip, Solder the Clip.
Before you commit that expensive
chip, validate your circuit board
design the safe, effective way with
ttaeNnwpl
a Solder -On IC Test Adapter from
Pomona. Solder -On Adapters are uniquely
designed to provide a secure, readily accessible interface between your circuit board and
test instrumentation such as logic analyzers
and emulators to assure compatibility and
safety before your chip is ever installed.

I

Typical Applications:
Actel A1280
AMD S80C186/188

Motorola 68ECO20F,
68360

Analog Devices ADSP

NEC 77017

2115, ADSP-21060

Phillips SAA7186

Cirrus Logic CL-SH2601

Seimens 800166,

Emulex FAS256

Symphony SL82C492

Hitachi HD64180,
H8/3001, HO 6473332

TI TMS320C30

Intel 80C186XL,
80386DX, 80386EXS,
80960KA, 80486DX2E

Fits All Popular JEDEC,
EIAJ Layouts
With hroad suppon that includes the most
popular Intel and NIAorola devices. Pomona.s
Solder -On Adapters streamline development

Toshiba TMPR3901F,
TC85M831F, 93F3167

and assure safe, accurate test results. Call
Pomona today at (909) 469-2900 fOr a tree
catalog. Or write to 1500 E. Ninth Street.
Pomona. CA 91766-3835. For Technical

Xilinx XC4003, XC4013

Assistance, Call Toll -Free 1 (800) 241-2060.

Unique Accessories For Test & Measurement

ITT Pomona Electronics
AN ITT CANNON COMPANY
Circle (56) on Reply Card
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Andrews Electronics

Instruments, manufacturer of the popular and

portable SC -7000 desoldering and SMD

PO Box 914
Santa Clarita, CA 91380-9014
Phone: 800-289-0300 Fax: 800-289-0301

removal tool. The line also includes soldering
equipment and the new SD -2000 SMD rework
station. We also represent Xcelite (makers of
almost every type, size, and shape of every

Andrews Electronics is housed in 50,000
square feet of warehousing and office space.
Miles of shelving are arranged for immediate
identification and easy accessibility for over

tions, irons, tips, and accessories), and GC

250,000 different parts that we carry.
Andrews is the largest supplier in America
for the majority of the manufacturers we repre-

technical tool imaginable). Weller (has the
widest possible variety of soldering guns, sta-

sent. Our average fill rate is over 90%, and our
dealer order desk has 30 sales representatives
available to take care of all your ordering needs.

In addition to being the foremost O.E.M.
parts supplier in the country, we also carry
many of the tools and supplies necessary to get

the job done. Our newest addition is Den -On

(tools, service aids, chemicals, and more!). In

conjunction with all these tools, you'll find
Multicore brand solder, Solder -Wick solder
removal braid, and a full line of service chemicals from Four Star, Zenith, and GC!
We've built our reputation on a very simple
philosophy...service. Not very fancy, but very
effective. Our constant growth attests to it. You

see, all of our policies that have been developed over the years have been based on that

Jus

one simple thought: "How may we better serve
the industry?" How about:
16 major brands to save you time, frustration, and money with "one -stop shopping."

phone ant.

Orders placed before 2:30 PST are routinely shipped the same day.

A freight program that offers free or dis-

an Andrews
line -card...

counted shipping.
No minimum orders or handling charges.

Automatic backorder reports with ETA's
mailed bi-weekly.

A fast, highly -efficient research department, second to none.

A program that converts make/model
descriptions to part numbers instantly for the
majority of research requests.
24 -hour toll -free phone and fax order lines.

tai

serve your needs.
Our newest feature is an online system that
allows select customers to directly access our
computer! This program offers the widest possible range of servicing including:
Placing orders that are automatically prioritized and will accept multiple purchase order

numbers, research, etc., viewing previous

...and you have 14er 250,000 different
parts in stock. Shipped the same day!*
AIWA

SONY

EMERSON

HITACHI

JVC
PANASONIC
SCOTT
TECHNICS
ZENITH

RCA*

OPTONICA
QUASAR

SHARP

i*Premier)

Over a 90% Fill Rate
No minimum orders
Backorder reports with
ETA's mailed biweekly

No handling charges

PROSCAN*
GE*

TOSHIBA

Free or Discounted
freight program
Fast, Efficient
Research
Factory Authorized

*Applies to orders received by 2:30 PST

Phone 800-289-0300 FAX 800-289-0301
Santa Clarita. C. 91380-9014
apdrews P.O. Box 914,
Inquiries: 805-257-7700
electronics

FAX 805-295-5162

Stocking the Largest Inventory of O.E.M. Parts,
Accessories, and Service Literature in the Country
Circle (51) on Reply Card
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Over 80 full-time employees waiting to

-pro

orders, access to our model file, will enable customers to perform the majority of their research
immediately.
You'll be able to view backorders with ETA's,
part inquiry for pricing and availability on a system that also provides information on substitutes
and allows partial part numbers to be entered.
This is just one more reason to make us your
"one -stop shopping" distributor.

At Andrews we only bill you for the actual
UPS charges, not a penny more! Or under our

freight program, you'll pay less than that or
nothing at all!
In case you've heard this elsewhere before,
now's the time to let us prove it to you. By investing a mere two minutes of your time, you can
discover what thousands of others have: that
there is a difference. When you place your next
order with your local supplier, check the availability of all the items. Then call or fax Andrews

and check our stock levels. We believe you'll
be pleasantly surprised! Wouldn't getting those
extra units repaired a week or two sooner be
good for your reputation? Sure it would! And
we can help! After all is said and done, it is performance that counts. We know that your ability to perform your job depends on how well we
perform ours. Our regular office hours are from

8:15 to 4:45 PST and we're closed for lunch
between 12:00 and 12:30. When you think of
electronic parts...think of Andrews.

* * * SHOWCASE 0 TOO
Jensen Tools

& OOL

JENSEN®

7815 South 46th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85044-5399
Phone: 800-426-1194 Fax: 800-366-9662
Jensen Tools Inc., foremost devel-

oper and designer of tool kits and
cases, presents a new kit series. The
Vantage Kit line offers select high qual-

ity tools at economy prices. Included
are "VK" kits for: basic field services;
general purposes; PC repairs; telcom
installation; and more.
Many additions have also been made

to the company's famous hard case
JTK-87 kits for field engineers: The
JTK-87WP is waterproof, airtight and
floats, even with its 109 tools; the JTK87WW, a "tote" kit, has wheels and handle built into the case for easy mobility.

A number of zipper kits have also
been added. Among these are the JTK34 PC Technician's Kit (49 tools), and

Jensen designs

the produces

that you
need to
get the
job
done

the JTK-10 General Electronic Service
Kit (over 50 tools). Other new Jensen
offerings include: a 10 -piece electronic
pliers kit, a 54 -piece Stanley Tool set.
Fluke service kits for troubleshooting

right!

and many other unique service products and hard -to -find tools.

Jensen's catalogs feature a full
range of state-of-the-art electronic test
equipment-oscilloscopes,
DMMs
and a wide variety of other meters-all

JENSEN

800-426-1194 0. b,12-9611-6231

from leading manufacturers. In addi-

24

Sc.0e

kit/case design service to meet indi-

If you haven't bought from Jensen

HourFAX:

800-366-9662 o 1,02.138-1190

tion, the company offers a custom
vidual needs; free technical support for
customers; and a lifetime guarantee on
all Jensen brand hand tools.

Inc.

Order Phone:

lately, request a free catalog. Call
800-426-1194 or FAX your request to
800-366-9662.

JENSEN'

everything you need for servicing electronics

Tool kits, cases, test instruments,
wire/cable, connectors, tools,
solder/desolder stations, crimpers,
strippers, work benches, and more!

rFor your FREE Jensen Catalog
JENSEUTOOLS INC.
call 800-426-1194 Dept. 82
7815 S. 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85044
Phone: 602 968-6241

FAX: 800 366-9662
Circle (58) on Reply Card
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PanaVise Products Inc.
1485 Southern Way
Sparks, NV 89431
Phone: 702-353-2900
Fax: 702-353-2929
The PanaVise tradition of innovative

the very popular PVJr. 201, PanaVise

quality began over 40 years ago with tool
and die maker Otto Colbert. Otto was looking for a way to make his job easier: he
wanted a vise that could tilt, turn and rotate
his work without continuous removal and
repositioning. After some time at the draft-

products now serve a variety of needs and
industries. By reacting constantly to spe-

cialized holding requirements, we have
created a full line of work holding devices
for the electronics, computer, hobby and
metal working industries. There's nearly
an endless choice of combinations when
you mix and match heads, bases, mounts
and accessories. You will work more effi-

ing board, he invented the now famous
"split ball," an ingenious device that allows
a vise head to move through three planes

ciently and with greater pleasure when

with the turn of a single knob. That simple, helpful invention created the beginnings of the PanaVise product line.

you select the PanaVise that's right for you.

From our original Model 301 which fea-

Currently distributed throughout the
United States and around the world,

tures the "split ball" to our Circuit Board
Holders, IDC Bench Assembly Press and

PanaVise represents superior quality in
design, materials and craftsmanship.

From simple beginnings 40 years ago,
we've become the solid leader in work
holding devices.
In celebration of our 40th year, Pana-

Vise has prepared a new Work Holding
Products and Accessories Catalog which
features our full line of electronics vises.
This full color, 24 -page catalog is available through your local PanaVise representative or by contacting PanaVise directly at 1485 Southern Way, Sparks, NV
89431 USA. Telephone: 702-353-2900,
Fax: 702-353-2929.

For all your service and repair workbench needs, remember PanaVise: the
"hold it anywhere you want it" company.M

7t4, a eaetio9/

VISE®

PanaVise Products is pleased
to announce the healthy arrival
of its newest catalog.
Date:
Time:
Weight:
Pages:
Color:
Name:

March 1, 1996
It's about time!
Around 8 oz.
24

Full color
Work Holding
Products and
Accessories

40th Anniversary Catalog available through your rep or from:

PanaVise Products, Inc.
1485 Southern Way Sparks, NV 89431
Tel: (702) 353-2900 Fax: (702) 353-2929
Circle (60) on Reply Card
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* * * SHOWCASE OF TOOLS & TOOL CASES * * *
Rite Off, Caig, GB, Lisle, Phoenix Gold,
Easypower, Mag-Lite, Weller/Ungar,
Panavise, Carol, Ferrofluidics, and many
more. All of these products are stocked
and ready for immediate shipment (most
orders shipped within 24 hours).
The sales department at Parts

Parts Express
340 E. First Street
Dayton, OH 45402-1257
Phone: 800-338-0531
Fax: 513-222-4644
Parts Express is a full line distributor

theater applications, crossover parts,

of electronic parts, tools, and accessories geared toward the consumer
electronics industry and the technical

specialized connectors, batteries, cellular accessories, and a huge selection of

hobbyist. In business since 1986, Parts
Express has quickly established itself

over 15,000 items and strives to continually expand its product line to offer the
customer a wide and diverse selection of

as a leader in the industry by consistently providing quality products, first
rate customer service, low prices, and
toll -free technical support.
Parts Express stocks an impressive array of CATV and VCR repair parts, tools,
semiconductors, test equipment, chemicals, computer accessories, adhesives,
telephone products, educational materi-

wire and cable. Parts Express stocks

sometimes hard to find products and
accessories. Some of the items stocked
are from names like 3M, Fluke, Tripplett,
Littelfuse, Klein, Goldstar, Mueller,
NTE,
Electro-Voice,
Catamount,

Express prides itself on offering fast,
friendly, dependable service and complete customer satisfaction. The phone
representatives can provide information about current pricing and availabil-

ity and the technical support staff is
happy to provide answers on a wide
variety of questions. Orders can be
placed 8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M. ET Monday through Friday, and 9:00 A.M. - 5:00
P.M. ET on Saturday.
Each year Parts Express produces a

full line catalog, showcasing the complete product offering plus detailed descriptions and specifications. This cata-

als, pro sound equipment, raw loud-

Monster Cable, Sherwood, Dynamat,
Ultimate, Kester, Neutrik,

log is supplemented with numerous
sales flyers during the year, offering
special bargains and hot deals. For
more information or to request a free
228 page full line catalog, please call

speaker drivers for home, car, and home

Cambridge, GC Electronics, Tech Spray,

1-800-338-0531.

FREE
228 pp1/4GL--c
cATALOG____.1

Motorola, Pioneer, Eminence, Pyle,
Pyramid, Celestion, Audax, Vifa, Morel,

Original Japanese semiconductors.
Test equipment from Fluke, Goldstar.
and Triplett.
Audio/Viceo accessories.
Original VCR replacement parts.
Microwave oven parts, flybacks, and
chemicals.
Wire and connectors.
Tools and soldering equipment.
Same day shipping.

44P

.41

Source Code: ESM

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531

Parts Express 340 E. First St. Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257 ohone: 513-222-0173 Fax 513-222-4644
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PRODUCTS
Function generators

bandwidth, a 5 -digit counter, and lin/log
sweep. Model 4040 has 0.2Hz to 20MHz
bandwidth, AM, FM, and burst operation
in addition to all the features of the 4017.

New function generators are available
from B&K Precision. A proprietary inte-

Circle (100) on Reply Card

Universal patch panels
L-Com offers a 3-1/2 inch x 19 inch
rack panel especially designed for a vari-

ety of video patching applications. The
product is available as a basic kit with a
four inch "set of 5 inch, 0.5" D -holes

grated circuit reduces the number of parts
and doubles the bandwidth for improved
reliability and performance.
The new line consists of four models,
with bandwidths from 2MHz to 20MHz.

ready to accept BNC, TNC or RCA feed through adaptors.

Model 4010 has 0.2Hz to 2MHz bandwidth and all the basic functions, includ-

counter. Model 4017 has 0.1Hz to 10MHz

VCR REPLACEMENT PARTS
52.99ea (10 min)
52.99ea (10 min)

VXP0521 Panasonic idler Orig.
164113 RCA Idler Original
NPLY0111GEZZ Idler Original
613-022-2534 Sanyo/Fisher Gear
199347 RCA Replacement Belt Kit
VTK-1 Video Tool Kit (15 Pc) w/case
VEMS0079 Panasonic Motor

S15.95ea

S29ea (10 min)

Two blank plastic sub -panels are also
included that fit in the two center openings and are used for custom fabrication.

STR30130
STR30135

openings to accept a choice of A -B switch

RF detector probes

boxes including: high density DB15,
BNC, DB25 connector types.
Circle (101) on Reply Card

SI3.95ea

S2.95ea Any Ctuantityl

played. Features also include max recall,
data hold, and overload protection.
Circle (103) on Reply Card

Pen meter

_

S1.89ea (10 min)
2501427
2501555
S1.99ea
SDA-3202 -3
S5.95ea
25C4664
S330na 10/up 52.950a
STK563F
5/up S8.50ea
STX4273
$9.95ea 5/up 93.95ea

ent power (volt-amperes). To operate,
simply plug the device to be tested into
the power analyzer and results are dis-

Other options exist for the two center

11.99ea
S39.95ea

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS

ing ac/dc watts from 0.1 to 200W with
±0.9% accuracy, power factor from 0 to
1 with 0.01 resolution, frequency from
1Hz to 20MHz, autoranging true RMS
voltage from 0.1V to 750V, and True
RMS Current from 0.1A to 20A. True
RMS voltage and current measurements
are accurate for sine, square, triangular,
and nonlinear wave forms with crest factor <5. Power factor is computed as effective power (watts) divided by the appar-

ing sine, square, triangle waves, TTL and
CMOS outputs, variable waveform sym-

metry, and variable DC offset. Model
4011 is a step up with 0.2HZ to 5MHz
bandwidth and a built-in 4 -digit LED

er factor or VA, voltage or Hz, and amps
for monitoring and auditing power consumption of single phase devices. Included are an RS232 interface and Windows
based data acquisition software that enable the user to capture data for PC display and analysis.
Measurement ranges include autorang-

For instrument enhancement, ITT' Po-

mona Electronics introduces new, nar-

row -bodied, monolithic RF detector
probes for use with a wide angle of digi-

The TekDMM from Tektronix 150 is 42

tal multimeters. The product family is

x 145 x 25 mm in size- small enough to
fit into a shirt pocket. It is an autoranging
DMM with range hold on an analog display. The DMM 150 dc range is 300mV
to 600V with a resolution from 100p V to

capable of RF measurements from 500Hz
to 1GHz ±2dB.

S2.95ea My Quantity!

POPULAR REPLACEMENT FLYBACKS
2434391
Hitachi
1-439-357-11 Sony
F0014
Sharp
90015
Sharp
F0016
Sharp
F1588
Sharp
T1F14401F
Panasonic
11514423F
Panasonic
TLF14530
Panasonic

524.9500
$24.95eo
519.95o3
519.95e3
S19.95e3

527.95e3
529.95o3
S29.95e3
S24.9500

1V and the ac range is 3V to 600V with
a resolution of ImV to IV. It tests resistance, continuity and diode. Ease -of -use
features include auto power off, continuity check beeper and a low battery indicator. An optional clamp probe attachment, the CMM 150, turns the unit into a
300A general purpose clamp meter.

.r l,,

POPULAR REPLACEMENT PARTS
57.95.0

NCS-1 NINTINDO GAME SOCKET

340013-5 gip miss
4835-1539-7006 NAP SAW nine
1-228-482-00 soon Focus RES1ST011
4835-1163-7006 ital. THOMASTON
KSS-2104 orsoeirl

PICKUP HEAD

S34 936
$ 4 956.6

549 95ao
53 956a
534.50ea
FREE

..,li,ii,liiii!i!,li

Mk

1111

92 PAGE
CATALOG,

ELECTRONICS

400 Plke Road
Hunlingdon Valey, PA 19006-1610

C.All. rm.!. FREE
FAX TOLL FREE

1-800-628-1118
1-800-628-1005

Electronic Servicing & Technology

nana plug connectors to accommodate

Extech's new portable, battery operated True RMS Power Analyzer features

output for a 1Vrms sinewave input and
low (l0-6pF) input capacitance.

four large LCD's that display watts, pow-

Circle (104) on Reply Card

Circle (59) on Reply Card
50

compliant. They come with twin 4mm ba-

True RMS power analyzer

40
,,

6106 (1MHz - 1GHz) are all IEC 1010

DMM attachment, and a replaceable goldplated test tip. All components are laser trimmed to ensure the highest accuracy.
Electrical characteristics include 1Vdc

Circle (102) on Reply Card

.. .1 II

The new model numbers 6104 (500MHz
- 30MHz), 6105 (100kHz - 300MHz) and

May 1996

06214
01217
M1236
AN240P

M262
01277
551301

AN305

06321
6X3350
AN362
611225310

1.50 8662386
1.25 106302A
1.95 866993
.75 BAV99
1.25 BF819
1.75 00869
1.60 80871
1.95 0E960
2.15 809640
1.95 1E090
1.25 808916
5.95 BF1920

06323011K

4.95 IF8920

AN33110

063313

2.95 131138-600
2.95 01151-50011

0/450151(

2.95 80126

6145020

1.35 1112086/065
3.75 802085/SGS
2.95 1105081
5.10 145080
2.15 1050801

665111
4X51511
065301/41(

0853161
605352
6X5512
6215515

065521
6X5700

4.25 805081111
1.25 BU806
1.65 0112414-06
1.60 81025080
1.10 13025086?

5515720

2.25 80250850
1.25 002520AF
.95 80252781

2115730

1.10 13011413

AN5750
1/15760

1.35 809417
1.60 BUTIMF
1.75 80121C
2.75 102901
1.40 0130121

62245703

6X5710

6X6250
6X6306
6086307

6116359

1.95 CA30537
2.95 CA30650
2.25 CA30726
1.95 C930786
2.95 CA30808
2.25 CA31218
1.56 CA31266
1.99 CA3146P
2.25 CA31516
1.85 CA31566
3.95 CA31666
2.90 063117E

6116360

1.75 031836

2116361

1.90 0831956
2.75 CA32026
2.45 CA32106
2.95 CA32176

9086326
62016327

010328
22(6337

066341
0663410
0116342

06634211
65506343

6116316

AN6350

A116362

214636640
1/46387

6X6650
0146886

0170256

M7110
00/171306

8/97142

0171191
6697205
6117213
0147222

.90 CA32186
3.05 CA32246
1.10 CA32346
.65 CA32366
.95 063237E

1.00 0832386
2.75 CA76116
1.10 0613501020
.75 004011800
.80 C0401111136

5517224

1.10 CD402516

M47273

1.50 0402786

65507310

.75 C0402906
1.10 05224020

047311
AN7320

1.25 00230

00103206

1.25 0103256

0147410

1.25 01)(3511

00420

.85 0E1171

04111809

.45 C03812011

41178156
6068005

01240014
AY -3-8500-1
89840012
BMOC
130235

88301
80328
89333
88338
96401
8A402
138514

80526
609547

BA612
116614

80664
BA718
BA728

008411
8611020
861310
861320
88.1356
861360
1103306

863308
810341631

103516
8437081
8638281
864110
854210
064232AL
8642341.
BA4403

865101
8851026
885115
806104
866109
056146
866209
8662190

.55 00770
.65 07930A
5.25 00/982
2.15 0020017

1.95 020023
1.60 0020077
1.25 0(20078

.95 020106A
.95 020111
.60 0(20180
2.30 0(23035
1.50 06.1019
.75 0(9112480
1.35 041125P
1.00 0(6126111
1.15 01115941

.90 0(01125
1.10 0011764
1.75 0012510
.65 0058168-151
1.25 0(564171
3.95 030120

2.45 0408
1.75 5e1,1019
1.45 0131.1021

1.15 DTAIIIEK
.95 DTAIIITK
1.05 07/411405
.90 D7012461
1.25 D1614461
1.75 0101146S
1.40 DTC1216F
2.45 DTC143X9
1.40 DTCI416K
.95 070144131
2.25 DTC1446U
2.00 0813F
.75 461197
1.55 181199
1.85 HA1388

1.35 H8.11221

1.65 6611227
1.20 1 6611235
.25 4611123

2.35 1.13361
1.85 163365
1.50 113375
2.25 163376

.35 1611510811

3.30 03400

.85 4611714

5.50 IA3401
2.10 163600
1.25 161182

.65 11612005

.55 6612026
.75 4012411
.70 6612413
.70 6617458

2.35 04260
2.25 04261
.55 LA4265
.75 LA4270

1.25 661790113
1.25 6021001110

6.95 04422

1.20 06301011684

4.95 1A4510

1.25 60630571523E
2.15 861404001
1.95 806111041010
2.30 01061160-4

9.50 04520

1.95 801623257FC44

.25 165512
4.50 0.655210
2.50 IA6358
3.95 LA6510

1.95 HP4510
1.95 1V9 -1X-328
1.65 1017555
1.25 1112601

3.95 07016

2.95 102802
1.95 112E05
2.25 112619
1.95 IR3P07

1.50 07034
1.50 07213
1.50 07221
1.50 07505
2.95 07520
.15 0753e
1.60 07571
1.50 07610
.95 07652

2.45 1133008
2.75 1885C11,47

2.95 182403
2.10 102410
1.55 1805

1.95 LA7031
.45 LA7032
1.50 LA7033

.75 M545160
1.25 9054521?
1.35 M54533P

1.95 MA8844107338
1.75 800846106386
.95 868046660

1.25 9113202

.75 983761
1.85 1134204
1.50 8108461A8000K

1.75 888726
4.95 90688303

4.45 9881015
3.25 MC681,090

3.30 4C71)C1570
1.50 1107411604

1.95 9C141400069
2.95 110749048811
2.10 11C71102456
3.75 11C/418:245AD
12.99 11C78112ACP
5.95 MC13090
5.65 MC13100
7.75 MC1349P
6.95 1101352P
6.95 110139413
3.95 11014960

3.95 0765511

.20 1.67800

2.50 8030220
1.90 11033508

.75 269016
2.25 K2619
1.70 651222

.20 07810
1.25 07030
1.50 07831
1.90 07833

3.95 8803335P
1.75 1103357P
1.85 803361110
1.50 10C31031

1.45 1217836

1.75 403403?

1.95 117837

2.15 18C7809C1

1.55 07838
1.20 07913

2.15 1081307

1.45 1,81252

1.95 10908C

1.05 01292

1.25 NC7912C
.85 MC130200
1.35 11014011110
2.10 110140490901
1.75 80140661014
1.25 90014426?
1.65 110406514

1.15 KA2102A
4.95 KA2130A
5.15 KA2131
4.50 KA2223
2.75 E62245
.75 KA2261

1.45 0.22E3
2.30 042281
6.50 042284
5.75 002912
1.55 0622211
1.15 084409
6.95 0864040
6.95 0052236
1.75 111401
1.95 01060030
1.65 61460431
3.95 K1062251
.15 1007130P
.15 01672809
.50 00A72810
.25
.15 11K/324P
6.95 00673251,
1.55 106731360
1.50 01A7401/0
1.55 81A7111AP
2.00 KIA7640AP
2.50 K1A81250
5.25 K1A8129Z

.45 1./7672

.50 07696
.15 07760

1.20 1.11403
1.25 LB1105
2.50 1.81409
1.15 1.11416
1.50 181450
1.60 1.111620

.25 LC7131
.85 LC7132

1.45 1E34711

1.55 MC11414301

1.25 113568

1.95 4C8100-6
3.25 456970-1
1.25 4G03002/(

2.75 1.1123E101

2.75 1.12006

.85 0/81.05000

.35 106030006

1.25 11135811

.95 11.10130

1.35 1213841

1.25 12E243
.55 1211191

1.25 03935
1.35 12139311

2.45 1/1139114
1.45 1/1182211

1.75 14916
2.50 1.5630
3.95 0.781500
3.50 17905CV
3.95 1.791201
5.50 1,791500
1.90 0792400

5.95 01111
1.50 01130
.20 01135
2.35 01110
2.95 01145
.15 01180
.15 01185
.15 01201
.15 01210
.15 01222
.15 0123111

.15 01235
.15 161245

.15 01260
.15 01266
.15 01816
.40 1,112000

1.65 02110
2.75 02770

.85 11913363

2.95 113007

.85 1%3460
.20 1118560
.15 11440993
.10 1.0116278
.65 1.01140
.35 90545165070

2.45 10161630
3.00 11165509

.65 111894/

1.75 11/138171
1.95 11/16076

.95 174140440

1.10 1012973MB
5.05 11/15123100
.55 10438175

.75 974104078111
.55 9070861
.55 M51521
.55 1151931

.75 1146746106SF
2.45 1111872419110
.85 8891908
2.95 1103484062

.55 152180

.75 6003906

.55 1152231
1.25 905228?

.75 /11309410

1.25 152381
1.15 95278156
1.25 147020
2.50 115011.7130

1.65 1850198?
.95 145057200P

.95 8507130?
1.50 11511021.
.75 1151172P

2.00 85130785P
1.95 9514085p
1.45 9515331
1.35 90517211.
1.95 /151782/3114

1.55 11519031
1.50 1152025SP
2.50 115203000P

1.95 9520300?

2.75 IA3115

1.35 81523030?

2.15 118.13898

3.05 03155

1.25 952686AP

2.25 191392
1.10 161406
1.70 1011107

2.45 LA3160
1.75 LA3161

.60 88526901?

1.35 11611211

2.75 1.43301

.65 8544501

1.35 8011219

1.65 1.183350

1.75 1151514090

1.15 03220

1.45 10140018011

.35 11128770
.55 12129011

1.35 1381132390

.45 1/118639

3.95 1.781112

.35 902015030

7.95 105313765
5.40 10154561
1.95 107317018
1.45 015313048
1.75 11412776
1.80 10127713
1.45 10112809

6.95 111188111

3.95 070388A
3.95 KTC1815
2.25 18/1290

.25 10G0300610

1.25 103581/

5.25 1316264110-7
6.10 K574006C72451

2.95 KSC941

2.35 /1010650-1

1.25 1074566

4.95 884405600-8

3.95 01744103208
3.60 05540-8
3.45 003154
1.95 053158

1.20 90181807

2.55 11C44615AP
4.25 MC41802AP
4.95 18C448110

.85 1.0267

.65 6526921?
.90 1154408?

1.50 STR51041

.55 17058041
1.50 S7059041

1.35 1545431
2.45 11211456200
2.30 954560?
1.70 N0034401
1.95 8560701?
3.95 060000111
.95 158473P
1.90 0601002
2.45 1058618-03?
2.95 0602003
1.35 158626-0029
2.65 0603006
1.90 160025-10000 5.95 0E05003
1.40 96560709
16.95 0E1111962
1.75 066301
2.45 008101963
6.00 00813251
1.35 8A08421P0047

1.95 10.1730
4.95 181830
2.95 2013508
1.75 268050
.65 368550
1.75 2E9011
.95 2E9014

3.95 07670
.20 07671

1.80 87820730
1.45 1214558S
2.10 421145620

1.75 8909126
1.65 N009625
.60 11059626

2.45 9059696
4.40 1100113
7.95 9095692

17.95 405052
7.95 M8E239
2.85 1111231880
1.50 8001.937211
8.25 80111561

6.95 4115807
1.50 MS9581680
12.99 9045830105
8.95 101511145

1.80 MUR810
5.95 1114300507

5.15 415532P
4.95 11955341
6.65 1110726402
3.95 4211072D
4.95 1111781.036
11.95 017820431
2.75 142/2063A
1.90 140206304D
1.90 831120685

7.50 0188113950
9.50 013049A08

1.50 067488
1.50 90000050
1.85 00000051
1.25 00000083
5.45 PC20619
2.15 PC20623

1.50 0111110051

1.25 01801206
5.80 51851806
5.80 STRD3010
5.80 STRD3015

6.10 01813030
5.50 STRD3035

1.95 51856602
3.95 011050410
1.25 STR05241
5.95 STRS5241G
3.95 018SE301

1.95 51806301
6.20 1-602-1
6.20 1671
5.50 162003
6.00 107061AP
6.00 111313013

.65 1A71400
.45 7671576P
.35 1071570
.65 167208?
.20 7672226?
.25 0041E404667
.47 167223
.30 P011104053P
.25 1672260
.45 00741010661
.14 167230?
.25 0E-741E4351P
.65 1672610
.35 0E -74104538P
.35 1673100
1.25 007414071630
.35 767313AP
.75 001857114
4.50 7A73239
1.40 P01858314
9.75 167324?
1.45 0054110
4.95 767325?
1.40 01302
.90 1/733014
2.00 08309
.95 1073310
4.95 7013420
1.15 P1.22010-1011
1.75 8108120
1.50 167342?
3.95 881)(0137002 3.95 147343AP
1.75 R1100179022 7.95 707343P
2.95 5042P
1.50 TA7358P
1.95 01854
2.55 TA7373F
1.95 020083
3.25 707378P
.45 5205541
2.75 7A7401.60
.50 525603-1
1.85 7A760700
.55 0651043?
14.95 1676111P
.55 5161061
5.75 1676130
.55 56512501.
3.75 767628?
1.75 5613006P
4.95 707640AP
.15 SA430100
2.75 767644130
7.75 167658P
.25 00052450/0
.25 5657188114
7.95 7A766813P
1.25 56572100
5.80 767670P
3.75 5683035
5.50 1676806P
3.95 5683036
1.50 167680P
5.95 5683037
4.25 1A7681013
4.95 561380513P
3.00 107687AP
4.49 56510244
2.95 1676881
3.95 568*10390
1.90 7617091
1.15 SC5889P
2.50 7677571
1.45 5062516-2
2.10 10777711
6.95 PC741C123P
.55 PC74101380
4.75 PC741E1610
.65 PC11110450
.25 PC74110117

3.75 5513202-3
117713414
3.75
1155 SDA3412 1677920
3.95 0043412
3.45 7081054
.65 169381206
3.95 7681100
.50 00352101

1.95 50781560P
1.55 S262161
.15 02132678

1.95 1A81270
.30 TA8167N
.80 1A8200A6
1.50 1A820506

5.95 1D613057/12
5.75 1051512
5.75 11161512/3
4.95 TDA1514A
6.25 1001515136
5.85 111415510
4.95 TDA1675A

4.95 15620051
1.95 10A20081
4.95 TDA2009A
5.45 T0020300
6.95 1002541
6.95 TDA2545A
6.95 75625466
6.95 10025710
7.95 TDA2579A
2.35 108259311

1.10 1562595
1,25 75626116
1.10 156282214

1.25 1563048
1.80 1563190
1.15 1018356109

1.45 11A35630
1.95 10835649
1.45 7903568
1.95 1083569
2.45 7563611
1.50 10836538
1.60 1563E63060
1.35 7%3654
.05 15636540
1.30 70A3810
1.25 1563830
1.35 7003830/01
1.25 1063830/02
1.35 108383001/01
.95
.95 15645048
.95 1DA15050
.95 1564850
.85 1564851
1.55 7544852
1.50 7564866
1.75 1064811

14.95 UPA56C
3.25 UPA2001C
3.25 1101)553AC

5.95 UPCIEC
2.95 UPC30C
1.95 UPC76L05
3.95 UPC393C
1.75 UPC554C
1.50 UPC5661
2.10 UPC57111

1.55 0005743
2.25 00057711
3.85 UPC585C

2.25 0905870'2
3.95 80059212
3.95 UPC1018C
1.70 UPC1026C
2.95 000111321
1.75 00010940
1.55 0601158112
3.75 UPC1158HA2
1.75 UPC1167C
4.20 UPC1171C

5.70 00011871
6.95 UPC1191V
3.75 0001197C
3.85 UPC12150
4.95 0E0122511
3.85 0PC1227V
2.95 000122813

2.15 090122814
2.45 00C12450
3.75 080125211
2.31 000125311

2.95 00013350
2.95 UPC1350C
2.95 UPC1352C
2.75 UPC13530
8.95 UPC1363C
6.75 0001363C6
3.95 UPC1371C

5.95 00013731
6.95 00013731A
4.95 00013781
4.25 UPC1382C

2.35 1065(130690

2.95 00013930

1.95 1565630
1.55 7565666-5
1.75 1567052
1.45 1567053
5.75 7567211

2.45 UPC1397C
1.98 UPC1470
2.55 0PC147314

1.55 711072100

.5 7561263
5.75 7068172
1.95 7048174
3.95 721A8175

3.45 75683056
2.60 15683500
1.75 TDA8351

1.50 75683629
.95 1568425
8.75 7568426

4.25 000147460
1.55 UPC1486C
2.45 UPC15040
3.45 000151400
2.95 11001525C

4.75 U0'018700-1
4.15 000187004-2
6.95 UPD261C

3.25 0002620
5.95 0005171.0
7.95 0955540-036
4.95 001)8650
6.25 000910C

1.55 75411444

4.95 000946

1.25 1062033
1.95 1662114
1.25 7E05581
1.35 7E05582
1.95 11,0810P

1.50 UPD1200
.75 UP01203C
2.50 021170101113
3.95 u001708AG023
.55 110017160-524
.75 00019436
1.75 001405360
1.50 00054710
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Troubleshooting audio power
amplifier circuits
By Jurgen Ewert
tioned here is not nostalgia. Tubes are still

The power stage of an audio amplifier

used for specialty equipment especially
for guitar amplifiers. Users of this equipment like the difference in sound if the
amplifier starts to clip the output signal.

provides the power to mechanically move

the cones of the speakers. The power
stage is the workhorse in the audio amp
and it is sometimes exposed to shorts or
overloads. The power stage is called on
to generate the power throughout the audio frequency range from 20Hz to 20kHz.
If an audio amplifier quits working, in

A simple power stage
Tube amps built nowadays are usually push-pull amplifiers (Figure 2). In the

about 90% of all cases it is the power stage

simple power stage of Figure 1, a pentode

that has failed.

tube is used to amplify the audio signal
from the driver. A transformer is used to
match the high impedance at the plate to
the low impedance of the speaker.
This power stage is working as a class

Power stages of audio amps can be
built in very different ways. The manner

in which the amplifier is designed depends on the output power, efficiency,
sound quality and cost that is desired.
To determine if the power stage of an
audio amp is defective, listen to the out-

put of the speakers to find out how the
music sounds. If there is no sound at all,
check the speakers, fuses, speaker A/Bswitch and the connections.
If all of these things are in order and
there is still no sound, measure the power

supply voltage. If the power voltage is
present, start checking for the audio signal at the power stage beginning at the
output. The power stage is bad if you
detect a good signal at the input of the

Figure 1. In this simple power stage, a pentode tube is used to amplify the audio signal
from the driver. A transformer is used to match
the high impedance at the plate of the tube to
the low impedance of the speaker.

or old phonographs. In older audio equip-

ment, tube amplifiers were used exclusively (Figures 1 and 2).
The reason that tube amps are men-

A amplifier, that is, a relatively high plate
current flows regardless of whether there

is a signal present or not. The plate cur-

rent is controlled by the audio signal,
which is coupled through a capacitor into
the control grid. A small variation of the
control grid voltage results in a large variation of the plate current. These plate current variations create an ac voltage in the
secondary winding of the output trans -

DRIVER STAGE

(phase shifter)

POWER STAGE

Vb

stage and a bad signal, or no signal, at the
output of the stage.

It is usually faster to measure the dc
voltages at the power stage to find the
trouble spot. Sometimes the signal at the
speaker output is distorted or weak. It is

INPUT
SIGNAL
Transformer

always a good start to measure the dc volt-

ages at the terminals of the active components. The following will discuss some
basic schematics of power circuits.

Speaker

Tube -type audio power
amplifier circuits
Power stages in most audio amplifiers
are push-pull types and they work in class

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

B or class AB mode. You may still run
across a simple power stage, however, if
you get into one of those vintage radios
Ewert is an independent consumer electronics servicing
technician.
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Figure 2. The circuit of the push-pull power stage is a little more complex than that of the simple
power stage. Each active component in the power stage amplifies only a half wave of the audio
signal. Both half waves of the output signal are put together again in the output transformer. A
phase shifter stage ensures that each tube of the power stage gets the appropriate input signal.
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former. The loudspeaker is connected to
the output of the transformer.
To troubleshoot this power stage, measure the dc voltages starting with the operating voltage (250V). The voltage at the

plate and g2 are a little bit less (around
240V). The plate current is about 45mA.
The voltage at the cathode should therefore be 0.045A x 1300 = 5.85V. If the

will be approximately the same as the op-

erating voltage, Va, (350V). Different
types of tubes require different voltage
values. The operating voltage may vary
from 150V to 450V with different tubes.

Troubleshooting the push-pull
amplifier
If you see symptoms pointing to a bad

cathode voltage is much less than that, the
tube is probably weak.

power stage in a tube push-pull amp

The push-pull power stage
The circuit of the push-pull power

ages. The current through the cathode

stage (Figure 2) is a little more complex.

Push-pull amplifiers operate mostly in
AB or B mode; which means they draw
only a small idle current and the current
increases if a signal is applied. Each active component in the power stage amplifies only a half wave of the audio signal.
Both half waves of the output signal are

put together again in the output transformer. To ensure that each tube of the
power stage gets the appropriate input
signal, a phase shifter stage is necessary.

The voltages shown in Figure 2 are
about what you might expect in a pushpull tube amplifier. The plate voltages

check the plate voltages. If the plate voltages are there, measure the cathode voltresistors (Rk l and Rk2) supplies the control grids with bias voltage through Rgl1 and Rg1-2. There could be a faulty resis-

tor if the cathode voltage is too high or
too low. There is also a good chance that
a tube is bad. To find out, replace the tube,
or, if you own a tube tester, check it.

The electrolytic capacitors across the
cathode resistors provide a low impedance for the audio signal. If one or both
of these caps are bad the gain can drop,
or, in case of a short, the cathode voltage
will not be present.
If you have checked all dc voltages and

found them to be within specification,
check the signals at the driver stage. Both

t0 t
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Figure 3. Audio power amplifiers in most systems sold today are solid state, they use transistors or power ICs. This is an example of a
simple transistorized power stage configuration
with output transformer.
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signals at this point should have the same
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transformerless, like the circuits shown in
Figure 5 and Figure 6. These transform-

erless circuits are push-pull amplifiers.
They usually work in class AB mode,
meaning that a small quiescent current is
drawn to minimize distortion at low output

power (class A). At higher output power
the amplifier goes into class B mode where

the current drawn from the power supply
depends on the amount of output power.

Transformerless audio power
amplifiers
Complementary power transistors
were not available during the early days

of solid state audio systems, but their
Figure 4. This circuit is that of a push-pull stage with output transformer. These circuits are
similar to those with tubes. The active components are simply transistors instead of tubes.

voltages anymore. The voltages in Figure

1 and Figure 2 are approximate values and

will vary depending on the design.

Transistor audio power amplifiers
Audio power amplifiers in most systems sold today are solid state, they use
transistors or power ICs. Figure 3 shows
a simple transistorized power stage configuration with an output transformer.
The circuit in Figure 4 is a push-pull stage
with an output transformer. These circuits
are similar to those with tubes. The active

components are simply transistors instead of tubes.

Circuits like these were used in older
transistor radios. Transistor power stages
with transformers are not used anymore
in modern audio amps because the transformers are heavy and expensive, and add
distortion to the signal.
Troubleshooting these power stages is
similar to troubleshooting their counterparts with tubes. Keep in mind, however,
that a transistor is controlled by a small
current into the base instead of a control
voltage at the grid of a tube. Of course the
voltages in transistor amplifiers are a lot
lower than those in tube amps.
Modern power amplifier circuits are

availability of complementary transistors
(NPN and PNP) has now made is possible to design audio amplifiers using very
simple circuits (Figure 5). The two transistors work essentially like two variable

resistors controlled by the audio signal
amplitude, each transistor for one half
wave of the audio signal. At the positive
half wave the NPN-transistor draws current and the PNP-transistor takes over for
the negative half wave. The advantage of

using complementary transistors is that
no phase shifter is necessary to drive the
power stage.
To use the advantage of complementary transistors in audio power stages, a
pair of small -signal complementary tran-

sistors is used in the phaseshifter-driver
stage to drive the NPN power transistors
(Figure 6). The circuit of Figure 6 uses
only a single power supply and includes
an output capacitor to avoid causing a dc
current through the speaker. The supply
voltages shown in Figures 5 and 6 depend
on the desired output.

Basic rules for voltages in
transformerless stages
There are some basic rules for the volt-

ages in transformerless power stages. If
two supply voltages (Vc+ and Vc-) are
used, the dc output voltage is always zero.

In power stages with one supply voltage
(Vc) the center voltage at both power tran-

sistors is always half of the supply voltage (Vc/2). That makes it easy to troubleshoot transformerless power stages
even if you do not have a schematic.
Figure 5. The availability of complementary power transistors has made is possible to design
audio amplifiers using very simple circuits. The two transistors work like two variable resistors
controlled by the audio signal amplitude, each transistor for one half wave of the audio signal.
At the positive half wave the NPN-transistor draws current and the PNP-transistor takes over for
the negative half wave.
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If you suspect that the problem is in the
power stage, check the supply voltage(s)
first. Then check the voltage at the center

node of the output transistors. In many
cases you will discover that the dc volt -

with IC is shown in Figure 7. In this circuit two supply voltages are used (+Vc
and -Vc). The dc voltage at the output is
zero, as in the circuit shown in Figure 5.
It is possible to operate some power ICs
on one supply voltage similar to the cir-

cuit in Figure 6. An output capacitor
would be necessary in this configuration.
In the schematic of Figure 7, only a few
components of the surrounding circuitry
of the IC are shown. You will find these
components in most circuits. In this cir-

cuit resistor R1 provides negative feedback, and with R2 it determines the gain
of the power amplifier. Resistor R3 holds
the output on zero potential and stabilizes
the dc output voltage.
Figure 6. To use the advantage of complementary transistors in audio power stages, a pair of
small -signal complementary transistors is used in the phaseshifter-driver stage to drive the NPN
power transistors, as shown here. This circuit uses only a single power supply and includes an
output capacitor to avoid causing a dc current through the speaker.
age at the output is either too high (almost

PN-junction of the power transistor breaks

Vc or Vc+ respectively) or far too low (0
or Vc- respectively).

through causing the driver transistor to

A common fault in these cases is a
shorted power transistor due to an overload or a shorted output. Sometimes these
breakdowns occur after your customer
has tried to rearrange his stereo setup. If
this happens you know that he probably
shorted one of the speaker outputs. Check
the resistance between emitter and collector of the power transistors to determine
which transistoris shorted.
Once you have found the shorted out-

become overloaded. This overload results
in an emitter -base short in the driver.

Audio power amplifiers with
integrated circuits
Integrated circuits simplify the design
of electronic equipment. Nowadays you
will find that most audio power amplifiers

are designed with ICs. These power ICs
work basically like the transformerless
audio power amps. Most of these ICs con-

tain circuits to protect the power stage

ver transistor as well. It sometimes hap-

from overload and shorts at the output and
from overheating.

pens that the emitter -base or collector -base

A basic circuit of an audio amplifier

put transistor, check the corresponding dri-

The dc output voltage must be very
low, ideally zero, because speakers cannot handle a dc voltage. The cone stays
on one side if a dc voltage is applied to a
speaker. If the dc voltage is too high the
speaker can be permanently damaged.
Troubleshooting IC -based
power amps
Troubleshooting power amplifiers
with ICs is similar to troubleshooting a
transformerless transistor amp. Power
ICs contain the power transistors and the
output pin is connected to the output node,

similar to the circuits in Figures 5 and 6.
You may check the internal output transistors in a power IC for shorts between
emitter and collector in the same way you
can check discrete transistors.
ICs are sometimes very complex and
they are galvanically coupled inside. That
makes it necessary in some cases to remove them from the printed circuit board
to get an accurate reading.
Since stereo amplifiers always contain
two identical power stages, troubleshooting is easy because you can use the good
channel as a reference. If I find one bad
channel I check the dc -voltages at each
pin of the IC in the good channel and write

the values down, then I write the values
of the bad channel in the next column.
Comparing the values I get a good idea of
what's wrong with the amp. This strategy works for power amps with discrete

components as well, especially if the

Figure 7. In this circuit diagram, only a few components of the circuitry surrounding the IC are
shown. You will find these components in most circuits. Resistor R1 provides negative feedback,
and with resistor R2 it determines the gain of the power amplifier. Resistor R3 holds the output
on zero potential and stabilizes the dc output voltage.

schematic is not available.
We hope that this article will give you
some guidelines for your next repair of an
audio power amp. In future articles, I will
provide some examples of my own practice in audio power amp repair.
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Price your parts for profit
By Charles Varble, Jr.

Parts are a major factor in the electronic
service industry today. They play a large
role in determining whether or not you
make a profit in your business. This article will examine parts from many angles
and consider the many elements that must
be factored into the cost of parts.
The price of parts on the distributor's
invoice does not reflect the total cost of
those parts to you by any stretch of the
imagination. The amount on the invoice
plus any shipping charge is the amount
that it cost to get the part to the service

center location, but this fails to cover
much of the cost of obtaining the part. We
will discuss the real cost in detail later.

Pricing parts - markup
Markup is one method of pricing items
for sale; perhaps the easiest way to establish the price for parts. Using this
approach, you add the markup percentage

to 1 as a decimal amount, then multiply
that times the cost price.
Let's say, that you wish to mark up
items by 40%. Your multiplier would be
1 + 0.4, or 1.4. If an item cost $10.00, then
its selling price would be $14.00 based on

a 40% markup (1.4 x $10.00).
There are some major disadvantages
to this method. Let's say, continuing with

It's because markup was based on the cost

number. The parts person may find that

of the product, while the discount was

this part has been replaced by another part

based on the selling price.

number. Sometimes the part number is
replaced by a kit of parts that have to be
installed when that part is needed.
After you have determined the correct

Margin
Margin is a better way of determining
the selling price. Using this method, you
divide the cost price by 1 (100%), less the

desired margin. In the example above,
with $10.00 as the cost price, if you want-

ed a 40% margin you would divide the
cost price of $10.00 by 1 minus 40% (1 0.40) or 0.6. In this case, the cost is 60%
of the selling price.
Using the margin method of pricing,

the resulting selling price would be
$16.67, which provides you with a forty
percent margin on the sale. If you later
decided to discount this price by 30%, the
discount would be $5.00 and you would
still have a 10% margin on the sale price
which would be $11.67.
You will note that the $1.67 margin is
still 10% of the original selling price of
the product. Using margin to establish
prices instead of markup, the same percentage gives you a greater gross margin
and will never exceed 100%. Some people say that they just double the cost and

this gives them a margin of 50% or a
markup of 100%.

this example, that you decide that you
want to sell this item quickly. You decide
to have a 30% off sale, figuring that you

The true cost of
replacement components

will still make 10% profit on this item

The actual cost of obtaining a product
from a vendor for resale varies considerably. For most purchases concerning elec-

(after all, 40% - 30% = 10%, right?).

Unfortunately, it doesn't work that
way. If you discount the selling price of
$14.00 by 30% this will give you a discount of $4.20 and a net selling price of
$9.80 leaving you with a loss instead of
the 10% profit that you anticipated. How
can this happen when your markup was
40% and you only gave a 30% discount?
Varble is a retired electronics service business owner.
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number of the part to order you now have
to place the order either by phone, fax or
computer, but even this is not the end of
the process. You have to talk to the distributor to determine the availability of the

needed part. Many times the distributor
does not have the part in stock and you
have to try to locate it from a different
source, usually from a different distributor and sometimes from another service
company. The cost of determining the
correct part number and locating the prop-

er place to purchase it is the most signif-

icant cost when it comes to obtaining
many small parts.

Shipping costs
Shipping costs are also a constituent of

the cost of most parts. You may order a
small part that has an invoice price of $1.80

and find an additional charge of $5.00
added to it for shipping and handling. If
you elect to pick up the part with your own

vehicle you have an even greater cost
involved because in addition to the vehicle cost, you have the cost for the time that
someone spent picking up the needed part.
Minimum charges are also added on to
some invoices. You may find that the minimum charge, which could be as much as
$20.00, greatly exceeds the charge for the

tronics repair, the distributor's invoice

needed part. The urgency of completing

price is not your true cost. If your techni-

the repair sometimes outweighs the sound
reasoning of waiting and accumulating an
order so that you meet the minimum shipping requirement.

cian determines that you need a part to
repair a product, he has to identify the
component, look at a schematic to determine the part number, and then give this
to someone to order.
The parts person then has to check the

price sheet to see if this is a valid part
May 1996

Receiving and checking in the parts
when they are received and getting them
to the technician also add directly to your

parts costs. Someone has to check the

4P
parts in and verify that they are the correct parts as billed and then refer to the

that fail are covered by warranty, it is not
cost effective to return them. Your time is

computer, purchase order, or parts list and

worth more than the price of the parts.

see that they are delivered to the technician who is working on the product.

This proves that your true parts cost is not
the invoice price.

Obsolescence
Obsolescence is another factor that

Less costly parts
Not all parts that you sell have the
above costs incurred. You may purchase
rabbit ears a case at a time and figure a
fifty percent margin and be very happy
with the return. You probably buy fuses
in quantity and sell them with a modest
margin because the customers come in

adds to parts cost. In the interest of reducing turnaround time, a service center may

stock common parts used often for re-

pairs. Eventually these parts will no
longer be necessary, but there may still be

some in inventory that cannot be sold.
Does anyone want to buy some selenium
rectifiers and tube brighteners? Vacuum
tubes are an even better example of items
that you purchased to sell and which now
have little or no value. This cost of course
must be factored into the cost of parts.

Shelf stock, shrinkage and
damaged parts
The money you have tied up in stock
parts so that you can offer your customers

quick service is money that you can't
invest elsewhere. And you pay for the cost
of the space to store those parts. The cost

to the average service center of main-

If you sold the fuse over the counter for
your true cost you might get a reputation
for being "high".
Picture tubes are an item that does not
have your normal margin computed into
the selling price. Although your margin
on these items is smaller, it still produces
more income because of the higher selling price. When pricing picture tubes, be
sure to add the shipping charges and an)
charges incurred for the disposal of the
old tube. Some manufacturers now have
you return the old tube to another location for disposal. You will see that this

will become a bigger problem in the

of the total inventory of parts per year,

Agency is considering ways to reduce the
pollution that comes from many products
that are used in electronics devices.

future as the Environmental Protection

tory, each year you also had a cost of
$6,250 just to keep the parts in stock.
Shrinkage is also a cost that must be
factored into your parts cost. This does
not necessarily mean parts that are stolen,
but includes parts that are lost or that are

misfiled so that you can not sell them
when you need them.
Free parts also add to the cost of all of
your parts. If you blow a few fuses while

troubleshooting the problem, do you
charge the customer for them? When you
install some new parts and the set still has

an obscure short and destroys them, do
you collect from the customer for these
parts twice?
Re -service
Re -service also takes additional parts
for which you do not collect. Even if parts

ht)

and purchase them to replace themselves.

taining shelf stock on parts has been computed to be around 25 percent of the value

even while they are still active parts. This
means if you have $25,000 in parts inven-

111111111111111111

The pricing process
Of course you cannot take the time out
to price every part that you order for your

normal service repairs, however, you
should take time to review how you are
pricing parts now and see if the parts are
returning the proper margin. If you have
any people that order and handle parts
exclusively then their total payroll costs
must be applied to the parts burden. Usually people only handle parts part of the
time, but that portion should be added to
the total parts cost. Other expenses might
include a computer that is used only for
parts, or a portion of a computing system
that also supports the parts function.
A review of your current pricing policy might surprise you. I had a friend who
was giving his friends a discount on bat May 1996
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Test Your

Electronics
Knowledge

teries thinking that he was still making a
small profit on them, but he was actually
selling them at a lower price then he paid
for them. If you do not have firmly stated policies on pricing and discounts then
they should be established. If you have

Answers to TYEK
(from page 30)

1. A - The voltage and current values
are marked on the scales as RMS values.

always sold fuses for $.50, you will be
shocked when you discover the net cost

However, the amount of deflection is
related to the average value.

of some of the ones you purchase today.

2. B - Edison; for a man with very little formal education he was a great technician for his time.

Pricing formulas
Formulas for pricing parts have been
used for years. Some companies sell a
pricing system that gives the price of the

3. Yes. Remember that 2it radians =

most common parts and gives you the

180 degrees.
27c

ability to compute the price on parts that
are not listed. These systems are updated

T

yearly and some even have a service

2/rf =

available that updates them monthly or

Where T is the time for one cycle of
one waveform, f is the frequency of thc
same waveform, and T = 1/f.
2it

T

= 2it +

-1

quarterly. The cost of these systems is cer-

tainly justified by the updates and the
gross return on all of the parts when analyzed on a yearly basis.

= 2/rf

Most of the pricing systems that are
available give the dealer the opportunity
to choose the margin that he needs for his
business and area. Some small shops have
their own formula, such as $2.00 plus 5

f

4. One ampere. Current is the same in
all parts of a series circuit. For the resistor,(I = V/R = 1V/1S2) and for the lamp:
12 = P/R = 1A. (negative value discarded)

times the invoice price for a part that costs
less then a dollar. The multiplier decreases as the cost increases.

5. Area in circular mils = D2, where D
is the length of the diameter in mils

A = (100)2 = 10,000 cir mils

Pricing modules
Modules are not as prevalent now as
they were a few years back when most

6. Remember that it radians = 180°.

manufacturers used them in their sets, but

47° x

they're still around. Many service companies used a margin and also a flat dollar amount on each one.

radians= 0.82 radians
180°

If the margin was 40% and the flat

7. In any order:
- Cross sectional area
- Length of the wire
- Resistivity of the wire material
- Temperature of the wire

9. C - Power Factor, or, Cosine of the
phase angle.
10. Omega(w)= 2 it f =2 n x 60= 377
60
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manufacturers, to carry a full line of replacements in your inventory for rapid
repair of the products. But now, the manufacturer or distributor won't even take
them back for credit.

Manufacturer pricing
Manufacturers price parts based on
their needs. They do not consult anyone
to see if these prices are acceptable. Manufacturers of course buy in OEM (original equipment manufacturers) quantities,
thereby receiving the very lowest price on
the items that they purchase. They have a
cost analysis report on their procedures
and they know exactly how much margin
they have to put into each part that they
sell. They would never sell a part with
only forty percent margin in it because
they could not afford to.
Of course manufacturers have most of
the problems that you do with parts, and
obsolescence is an even bigger problem
for them. In the past they initially ordered
a long-term supply of replacement parts
at the same time they ordered the parts to
manufacture the sets. Now the MBA's
have told them that they should only order
a small supply of parts and reorder them
later as needed, raising the prices as necessary to cover any additional costs.

Parts should stand on their own
Service income should not be used to
subsidize parts, nor should parts subsidize
labor income. In a well run business each

handling and sometimes a shipping charge.

segment produces the necessary income
to pay its own way. Many years ago the
sale of tubes frequently subsidized the
labor income and today usually the reverse is true.
Profits are necessary for you to stay in
business and give good service to your
customers. You must price your parts so
that they pay all of the expenses and still

Moreover, manufacturers refuse some

return a profit. You are not doing your cus-

modules either because they are obsolete
or they were damaged or soldered on and
were not an "acceptable dud".

tomers a favor if you charge lower prices
and then go out of business because you
did not make a profit.

charge was $4.00 then a module that costs
$12.00 would sell for $24.00. The $12.00

8. B - You cannot add quantities in
polar form! To solve the problem convert each to rectangular form and add.

Modules are another good example of
items that are usually carried in stock and
have become obsolete. With modular sets
you were expected, even required by most

divided by 0.6 (1 - .04) equaled $20.00
and then the $4.00 charge was added to
give a selling price of $24.00.
Modules need a special formula because the manufacturer requires you to
turn the old one back in, which requires

May 1996

PHOTOFACTS
CROSLEY
CC2743A101
CC2744P101
27X106

GE
CTC177BP2
VG2035
VG4035
VG4036
27GT600FE1
27GT600JX1

3626
3626
3626
3628
(sim to) VCR -274
(sim to) VCR -274
(sim to) VCR -274
3628
3628

JCPENNEY
NC-4JA
NC -44A

685-1646
685-1653
685-1661
685-1687
685-4947-00
685-4948-00
685-4949-00
685-4950-00

3635
3629
3635
3635
3625
3629
3635
3635
3625
3629

4947
4948
4949
4950

3635
3635
3625
3629

MAGNAVOX
RS2556A401
RS2556A602
TS2773C101
XS2773C101
25Z105-00AA
27R502
27TS73C101

3630
3630
3627
3627
3630
3627
3627

PANASONIC
ADP243
AEDP256
ANDP243

3622
3623
3622
3622
3622
3623
3623
3623
3623

CT -9R 1 OCT

CT-9R1OT

CT-35G20T
CT-35G20UT
CT-35S61T
CT-35S61UT

THE FIRST
UNWRITTEN
LAW OF VCR
REPAIR
'GEAR ADJUSTMENTS ARE
THE LEADING -CAUSE OF
INSANITY AND RAGE
AMONG VCR SERVICE
TECHNICIANS.

To help in finding the cure, call:

1-800-428-7267

RCA
CTC177AR2
E09305WHC24
E09305WHF24
E13335GYF25
F25215WTFE1
F25215WTTX1
TX826JD
TX826YD
VR324
VR329
VR504
VR507

3631
3624
3624
3633
3631
3631
3624
3633
VCR -274
VCR -274
VCR -274
VCR -274

SAMSUNG
K52A2
TXC2516
TXC2516CX

3634
3634
3634

SYLVANIA
SPC275410
27X105

3632
3632

The technicians at Howard Sams had your well-being in
mind when they re -engineered VCRfacts® to include mechanical alignment information with exact placement of
gears and gear assemblies. See how simple it can be!
Pinch Cam (51)

Pinch Speed Down Gear (64)

Mode Switch (55)
Sub Cam

Gear (112)

Connection Gear (65)

In anticipation of other common problems, VCRfacts® also
features consistent standard -notation schematics, electronic
parts lists, IC functions, interconnect wiring diagrams, and

extensive exploded views. Now for your own peace of
mind, call us and order your subscription today.

HOWARD W. SAMS & COMPANY
2647 Waterfront Parkway E. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46214
Circle (26) on Reply Card
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COMPUTER CORNER

Look what's on the 'Net'
By David F. Norman

What's on the Web for Electronic Servicers? One of my favorite sayings when
discussing the Internet with newcomers
is that the Internet contains the sum total

of the knowledge of mankind. In truth,
that is a slight exaggeration, but only
slight. As new resources are added to the
World Wide Web, the pretty face of the
Internet, each day brings new wonders.
However, there is still a major problem: a lot of these goodies are hard to find.

Perhaps someday a perfect catalog sys-

For example, if you access Yahoo.
http://www.yahoo.com, and enter "television service," you get a listing of sites

mostly concerned with television services such as production editing, etc. If
you enter "electronic repair," you will get

a much smaller listing of sites concerning automotive electronic repair, a few
actual servicing shops such as InfoSouth
(http://fly.hiwaay.net/beangl/infosouth.h
tml) a shop located in Madison, AL, and

tem will exist that will automatically
make finding everything you want to

other listings which may or may not be of
any use to you.
If you use the same keywords at Info -

know about anything on the web as easy
as looking in your Yellow Pages. Then
again, probably not.

Seek (http://www2.infoseek.com/) another search engine, "+television +service" gets you a long list similar to and
including some of the same references as

Search engines

that found by Yahoo. Entering "+elec-

There are literally hundreds if not thou-

sands of "search engines" on the Web.
Typically the way they work is to offer you
a form in which you enter "keywords" pertaining to the information you are seeking.
Norman is an independent computer consultant.

tronic +repair" will give you a list of documents or page titles which contain both
words somewhere in the text. Some of the
later listings are pointers or links to manu-

facturers or service companies, but occasionally you will find a real jewel.
One of the links, number 50 of 100, is
+

+

I

I

1111

I

124V

H

-

to: Rec.antiques.radio+phono FAQ (http://

www.ce.washington.edu/davidb/rarp_fa
q.html) which is a collection of news group articles with a wealth of information for collectors of antique radios and
phonographs. In short, the information is
where you find it, but you may have to
hunt for it.
Another interesting site I came across
is Leper's Schematics (http:// www.wwu
.edu/n9343176/schems.html). This site
has a lot of schematics diagrams for older
guitar amps and accessories. The
Armstrong Green Ringer shown in Figure
1 is one example.

Schematics on line?
According to some recent reports, we
will soon be seeing commercial service
information on the Web. Actually, almost
any illustration can be scanned and saved
as a picture file. This brings closer the day

when much of our information will be
stored in easily indexed files on personal

computers and larger systems accessed
online. This strikes me as a good idea if

/\ /\/
R
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1
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\/
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Figure 1. I found this schematic on the web, made up completely of printable characters using a non -proportional font. It shows a way to turn tele
phones into intercoms.
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Armstrong Green Ringer
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Figure 2. This is a schematic of a guitar amplifier taken righ: off of the internet.

for no other reason than the fact that you
can get the specific schematic you need
without having to file and store thousands
you will never need.

I decided to search for "schematics"
and see what rose to the top of the cauldron. One of the links provided a series

schematic is drawn using printable char-

of "ASCII" schematics. This type of

Lineprinter. From ASCII Schematics

acters, and works as long as you use a
non -proportional font such as Courier or

Computer Monitor Tester

Improve Your Form.

Price:

$295.00

3/5 Part

+55.00 S&R

Includes
battery,
AC adapter,

A continuous feed
form used for
customer COD
service, parts/
accessory sales
receipts, and
warranty biling.
Includes technician hard copy
and set tag.
Available in 3 -part
(N3CS) and 5 -part
(N5CS) format.

Mac adapter
and 120 day
warranty
The "Checker 12" is an easy to operate, hand held, battery, or AC
operated computer color monitor pattern generator. It supports CGA, EGA,

MACII(35khz), and VGA modes 1,2,3 (31.5khz), 800X600(35khz),
1024X768 interlaced. (35khz). 1024X768 non -interlaced, & 19242768g
with sync on Green (48khz). You can quickly tell if the monitor is a VGA,
SVGA, or a SVGA/NI. NO guessing. The "Checker 12" provides various

5 Part
A continuous

woo

0.112.01.6..

feed 5 -part
(N5CN) form for warranty billing that does not
include a set tag.

Discounts

Carbonless NESDA Forms
are available to NESDA
members at additional savings. For pricing
information and samples, contact Moore Business
Products at the number below.

The NESDA Form
Moore Business Products
(800) 600-3732

test patterns for VGA monitors. X -hatch, for size and linearity and
convergence set-up. White screen, for purity and CRT bum evaluation.
Color bars and 8 step gray scale for color tracking and balance. There is
also a single color mode. This is one piece of equipment that anyone who
deals with computer monitors, must have.

'Spacial!!!'

I Checker 12 & Checker JR just $349 + shipping treg $394.95)
We also have the Checker VI, a six port stand-alone VGA (640X480)
test pattern generator, No computer required. Just $249.95.

Computer and Monitor Maintenance
1-800-466-4411 770-662-5633
inter net: iittp://tuvtv.computernionitor.00111
Ask about our ether monitor test products
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(http://alpha.smi.med.pitt.edu:9000/SC

saur; that and time. I thought that a search

HEM/), I got the little gem shown in Figure 2, which shows a way to turn old telephones into intercoms.

for "marine electronics" might be fun.

Service centers on the web
What else is out there? A search for
"vcr service" on Webcrawler (http://web-

crawler.com) gave me a list of 25 resources out of a possible 2143 it found.
One which struck my eye was "Welcome
to Video Tech on the Internet" (http://
www.polaris.net/user-www/vidtech/).
This page introduces the company, located in Tallahassee, FL, and has a list of the

products on which they do authorized
warranty repairs. As a customer service,
the pages also contain a link to Sony Online (http://www.sony.com).

Looking for marine electronics
Here is a shot in the dark. Once upon
a time, I made a pretty fair living as a marine electronics technician. Plug and play
mail order pretty well made me a dino-

ISCET
Cross Reference
VCR Model Number Cross Reference
and VCR Parts Cross Reference
O 7th Edition. Contains both model- and parts number cross references for more than 1,700 models
$29.95; postage 83.00
and 6,000 parts.
01 One 3 ',S" disk; or CI Two 5 V." discs.
Version 7.0, for IBM PC AT/XT or compatibles.
Requires hard drive and DOS 2.1 or greater.
$69.95; postage $3.00
Allow 4-5 weeks delivery when using personal checks or
VISA and MasterCard. Money orders and cashiers checks
processed immediately. Payment: U Check: U Visa; U MC
Amour*

Card Cap.

Card No

itary Web sites. One document looked
like a pretty good idea.
The idea at the page is to enter the type
of marine product or service you desire,

add your location, and the query will
return the facility nearest you offering
such goods or services.
It didn't work! Actually, I don't hold
that against them at this point, as so many
of these sites are still in the startup stage
and not fully operational. Before I put my
site on the internet, it was ready. Okay, it
was nearly ready.
Another site I checked was listed simply as Marine Electronics so I checked it
out. This one is the type of company that
put me out of business as a marine electronics technician; another plug and play

mail order house. Thus, this particular
company shall go unnamed in this article.
Which petty little revenge, by proxy probably, brings me to another point.

Should you be on the web?
If a large service organization is to
compete with the really big guys, said

company had better consider getting
some sort of Web Presence. Even if you
normally only service a finite area geographically, a Web presence can't hurt.
So you live in Dodge City, KS, and
your company only does warranty repairs
on microwave ovens. So why should you
have a Web Presence? Check it out.
Henry and Jenny Smith are traveling
cross country in their motorhome and the
microwave has gone on the fritz. Henry
picks up his cellular and calls his daughter in Winston-Salem.
" Hi, Sweetie. Look, do me a favor. We

Name

are going to be spending all day tomor-

Business

row in Dodge City. Your Mom wants this
microwave fixed. Can you do a search on
the Internet and see if you can find an elec-

Address
City
State

Ze

Phone

Member: LI ISCET; LI NESDA LI Non-member

Texas residents multiply dollar value a IVA% for taxes.
Foreign shipments please add international postage.
Send to ISCET. 2708 W. Berry St.. Ft. Worth TX 76109
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Let's see what we find.
Well, well. I got 25 out of 650 documents using Webcrawler. Most were references to government documents at mil-
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tronics repair place here that does this
type of work and get back to me. You have
that roaming guide I gave you? Fine. Talk

to you later."
May 1996

Does Henry's wife get her nuker fixed?
I don't know? I only got one transmission
over my crystal ball before it quit. That's
not the point.

The point is that in this increasingly
smaller world we live in, every business'
potential market goes far beyond its local

area. The farther you live from a major
market area, the more important it is to let
those who may be passing through know
what you do.
If you live in a major market, you have

to keep up with the competition. If you
have nationwide 800 service, you are already after the world's business. The Web

is just another tool and it costs less than
you might think to have a Web Presence.
I will use my Web site (http:// www
.gunnyragg.com) as an example. In Bakersfield, CA, the going rate for a set of
Web pages is about $45 per month. I usually charge $200 as a setup fee if I have
to design the pages. If the customer can
maintain his own pages, make changes,
additions, deletions, the monthly fee is all

it costs him. If I have to maintain the
pages, I charge $25 additional per month.
Nationwide, these rates vary. In some

areas, usually major markets, pages go
much higher; in other places a little less.
If you don't have a local provider you can
live with and your Internet Access is lim-

ited to America Online or Compuserve,
don't despair. Several of the customers
using my system and others in this area
are located elsewhere.
One large computer mail order outfit
in New York keeps their pages here in
Bakersfield. Where you are and where the

Presence Provider is mean absolutely
nothing. What is important is the type of
service you get from your provider and
the effort he makes to get traffic to your
pages. Just because you build it doesn't

mean they'll come. They must know
where to find you on the internet.

InfoSouth is a perfect case in point.
Most of the searches I conducted using
several different search engines turned up
InfoSouth. Someone did their homework.
When you decide to get your business on

the 'net,' do your homework, at least
when it comes to selecting the company
that will be your Web Presence Provider.

What Do You Know About Electronics?

Integral Calculus
By Sam Wilson
For a while now I have been discussing
calculus because I believe a better understanding of math may improve your understanding of electronic fundamentals.
I have explained that differential cal-

3

culus can be used to tell the rate of change

of one variable with respect to another
variable. I have also shown that you can
find that rate of change graphically and
with reasonable accuracy. I will have
more to say about how differential calculus helps your understanding of electronics as this math series develops.

gral calculus based on the reversal of the
math procedure for finding a derivative.
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integral calculus. One way to get into this
subject is to look at the way integral cal-

culus is taught in text books. I will start
by using the book I used in college.
The book introduced me to this subject
by telling me that integral calculus is "the
opposite of differential calculus." It goes

on to say: "Just like subtracting is the
opposite of adding, and, dividing is the
opposite of multiplying, integral calculus
is the opposite of differential calculus."

I was off to a bad start right from the
beginning. I didn't believe any of those
things and I don't believe them now.
Subtracting can be accomplished by
multiplying (by -1) and adding. Dividing
is more like multiplying by the reciprocal. Those things don't sound like opposites to me.
I think what the author was trying to

II OOOOO

worked without knowing anything about
calculus except for the rules I have given.

squares bounded by the circle.

the derivative to get the integral.

Finding the derivative
Let's look at the rule for finding a deriv-

ative. Previously in this series I showed
you how to find a derivative by using a

2+1

x(2+1) = 1x3
3

By following the equations for the two

types of calculus (differential and inte-

gral) you can actually solve calculus
problems without knowing any thing

graphical method. The mathematical way
of finding a derivative is given here:
Assume you are given the equation y =

xn. In this case the derivative can be
expressed as

will now work with the answer and the
problem for number 1. If I'm right, we
should be able to take the derivative of
the answer and get back to the problem.
We will use the math method of finding
the derivative.

dy
(x") = nx(n-1)
dx

dy

dx

So if y = x5, using the above relationship, dy/dx = 5x4. To arrive at this just
multiply x by the original exponent (5)
and subtract 1 from the exponent to get
the new exponent.

Exercise problems
Find dy/dx for the following:
1. y = x3 - answer: dy/dx = 3x2
2. y = 3x5 - answer: dy/dx = 15x4
3. y = 3x - answer: dy/dx = 3x0 = 3
Note: any number that is raised to the
zero power equals 1.
You may need a lot more practice if you
haven't done this type of problem before.

Now we can give a math rule for inte-

(1/3x3) = (3x 1/3),(0-1) = x2

What we have done is take the derivative of the answer to an integral problem

and got back to the original problem.
Clear as mud. We have shown that you
can start with the answer and got back to
the problem without any mention of why
we would want to do that. Also, we can
solve a problem in integral calculus and
prove that we figured out the right answer
without really understanding what we can
do with the information. Remember, I'm
following the text book.

Integral calculus through
graphic solutions

The math rule for integral calculus
Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

1

about the subject.
Stay with me a little while longer. We

say is that in some cases you can solve an

integral calculus problem by reversing
the process used to find a derivative. In
other words, by using some very fancy
footwork you can work backwards from

f3x2 =

MMENImm.

equal to the sum of the areas of the small

x("4-1)

culus problem. Observe that it can be

EMI

Fgure 1. A graphical approach makes it possible to get an approximate solution to a calculus -type problem without calculus. In this
case, the area of the circle is approximately

1

n+1

Now you can work calculus problems
without knowing anything about the subject. Here is the solution of an integral cal-

gr.

Integral calculus
At this time I want to start a series on

dx =

Now I am going to use graphics to solve

a problem in integral calculus. By doing
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this I believe I can give you insight into
integral calculus and at least one thing
you can do with it.
The only way integral calculus really
started to sink in for me was to read the

history of mathematics. In the history
book-under the subject of astronomyI learned that the first practical application of integral calculus came from an
astronomer, Kepler. He needed to find the

area of sections inside an ellipse and he
learned that a brilliant mathematician,
Newton, had already shown the way to a
solution with calculus.
In the next issue I will finish that story.
For now, I will show you how it works by
finding the area inside a circle. I will use
a graphical solution of an integral calculus problem to solve it.
To be fair, you should know that there
are better graphical solutions than the one

I am giving here, but, this one is easiest
to understand.
Problem: Use graphical method of integral calculus to find the area of the circle
in Figure 1.

Solution: Observe that the circle has
been drawn on a piece of graph paper. All
of the little squares have exactly the same
area. I used the sides of the squares as the
unit of distance, and I counted the squares
in each column in the quarter circle.

little squares in the quarter circle. I multiplied that by four to get the total number of squares in the complete circle. That
gave an area of 1592 squares (or, square
units). So, the circle has an area of 1592
square units.
The next step is to check my answer.

You will remember from grammar
school days that the equation for the area
of a circle is:
A = rcr2,

where A is the area and r is the radius. I
counted 22 units for the radius. Therefore,
the area is:

A = 3.14 X (22)2 = 1521 square units.

defines the circle.

Remember-I have told you there is a
more accurate method coming!
The integral calculus symbol in math-

ematics is shaped like the letter S. See

For example, I counted 22 squares in
the first column. By the time I had finished counting I found that there were 398

At least we now know one thing you

Now there's an easy way to EleCTR01110

EILEGrilie

organized and keep copies of your
favorite magazine readily available
for future reference.
These custom-made titled cases
and binders are ideal to protect your
valuable copies from damage.

They're designed to hold a
year's issues (may vary with issue
sizes), constructed with reinforced
board and covered with durable leather -like material in
red, title is hot -stamped in gold, cases are V -notched for
easy access, binders have special spring mechanism to
hold individual rods which easily snap in.
Each binder is $11.25 plus $1.50 S & H
($3.50 outside the US).

However, we did it by side-stepping
many, many practice problems.

Calculus is useful in electronics
Here are two examples of how integral
calculus can be useful in electronics:
A. In a hysteresis curve the open area
between the individual curves is directly
related to the hysteresis loss of an iron -

core coil. That area between the curves
can be dermined by integration.
B. Using integration, you can show
how the average value of a half cycle of
sine wave current can be determined.
To be continued
A tourist in New York city who was
looking for directions walked up to a hippie character who was carrying a case for
a musical instrument and asked, "How do
you get to Carnegie Hall?"
Hippie: Practice, practice, practice.

Next question-How do you get to be
proficient in math
Note: I do not propose to give a grad-

uate course in integral calculus in this
series of articles.
I want to give you some basics to get

Electronic Servicing & Technology,

things you can do with calculus. If you find
the material interesting and want to go fur-

CHARGE ORDERS: (Minimum $15): AMEX, VISA, MC, DC accepted. Send card name, #, Exp. date. Allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery

Call TOLL FREE 7 days, 24 hours

1-800-825-6690
Electronic Servicing & Technology

can do with integral calculus. That puts
us on page 114 in my college text book.

Cases: 1-S8.95 3- $24.95 6-$45.95
Binders: 1-S11.25 3-S31.85 6-S60.75
Mail all correspondence to:

Jesse Jones Industries. Dept. 95 EST
499 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19134
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bles the letter "S" because it stands for "sum".

The percentage error between the
graphical integral calculus method and
the arithmetic area is slightly less than
5%. One error is due to estimating parts
of squares. Another is the wide line that

Figure 2. It is purposely designed to look
like an S and it stands for Sum. One of the
processes important to integral calculus
is to find the sum of the square areas. That
was just shown with a graphical solution.

ORGANIZE AND
PROTECT YOUR
COPIES OF

Figure 2. The symbol for integration resem-
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you started and show you some useful

ther than I will take you in a few lessons,
be advised that you can take a full range
of math courses through a correspondence
course. Also, there are now some excellent calculus courses on video.
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Classified advertising is available by the word or per column inch.
By -the word. $1.65 per word, per insertion, pre -paid Minimum charge is $35 per insertion. Initials and abbreviations co.nt as full words. Indicate free category heading (For Sale,
Business Opportunities, Miscellaneous, Wanted). Blind ads (replies sent to ES&T for forwarding) are $40 additional. No agency discounts are allowed for classified advertising by
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FAX: 516-681-2926

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

17,400 Technical TIP Repairs

ELECTRONIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS IS PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE the release of FHEIR LATEST VERSION OF SERVICE
TIPS
19,933 Service Tips PLUS with our NEW VERSION you will
now be able to BACKUP & RESTORE ALL OR PART OF THE DATA IN

- - Call for an Absolutely FREE version of the TIP PROGRAM - READ ON VALUABLE, TROUBLESHOOTING TIME -SAVING, TECHNICAL REPAIRS

for servicing TV's, VCR's, Projection TV's CAMCORDER's & other electronics, organized in an easy to use Computer Program - The TECHNICAL

TIP REPAIR Program. Still the Largest Technical Tip database of >»
PROFESSIONAL BOARD & COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIRS «<. ADD
your own tips. PRINT tips. BACKUP & save your own tips. Owners of our
COMPUTERIZED TECHNICAL TIP REPAIR PROGRAM say this is the
**BEST** Technical Tip program on the market today. Works on ANY IBM
compatible computer with a hard drive (Also works on some Apple Macintosh

computers). NEW VERSION - works in DOS & WINDOWS. *NO* COPY
PROTECTION!!! >» ES&T BUYER'S GUIDE SPECIAL EXTENDED* for

this month > Only $150 «<. >>> FREE SHIPPING for Prepaid orders
(U.S.A). Have your own tips? Ask about our TIP EXCHANGE policy with

>>>FREE>>> Updates! We were the first and still the BEST. - for an Absolutely FREE version of the TIP program!!! That's right. Just
give us your name & address & phone # and that's it - NO credit card

numbers needed - it's Really FREE - Nothing to return - NO obligation to buy anything !!! CALL 1-800-215-5081/1-516-643-7740.
HIGHER INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE, 60 Farmington Lane,
Melville, NY 11747.
24,000 THE LARGEST TECH -TIP PROGRAM IN THE USA. 24,000

"NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN AN OFFER LIKE THIS"
THE PROOF IS IN OUR PRODUCT - TEST OUR FULL PROGRAM.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((( "FREE" "FREE" "FREE" ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
We are so sure you will find our computer Tech -Tip Program to be THE
BEST OFFERED ANYWHERE, that we will ship our ENTIRE PROGRAM
at NO COST TO YOU. Test 1 week, if you are dissatisfied,

simply return the program Postage Paid - there is absolutely NO RISK

or COST TO YOU. "OUR TRUST IS IN YOUR SATISFACTION"

(Proven to pay for itself within a few repairs)
FEATURES INCLUDE: "FREE" FCC -ID MANUAL with 12,261 VCR and
591 Microwave cross references. "FREE" Product Processing Forms. Our
One -Time Membership Fee Provides you 24,000 Repairs 1977 thru Nov.
1995, TV, VCR, CD, LD, Projection, Monitor, Stereo, Camcorder, Amplifier, Combo Units, Fax Machine, Satellite, etc., "FREE" 40 page SEMIANNUAL NEWSLETTER magazine with Step -By -Step Repairs WRITTEN BY OUR TECHNICIANS using today's techniques and technology.

NEW product information, Industry News and Service Center

A COMPRESSED FORMAT WITH ONLY 1 OR 2 DISKS. SERVICE TIPS
IS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE and ECONOMICAL technical tips program available today. Used by thousands of service centers across the

country and in Canada, we are the fastest growing technical tips program. SERVICE TIPS DISTINCTIVE FEATURES organizes all the information in ALPHABETICAL ORDER by Brand Model/Chassis & Symptom
with 3 lines for Symptom and 8 for Solution it includes Part Numbers,
Values, Locations and Concise Solutions. YOU CAN REVISE, EDIT, or
PRINT any service tip in our database OR ADD YOUR OWN INFORMATION and it will automatically be alphabetized and sorted. SERVICE
TIPS contains ACTUAL TECHNICIANS FINDINGS on TV's, VCR's,
Camcorders and other consumer electronic equipment. Our database
contains information on products that YOU ARE SERVICING NOW! We
have no Black & White or tube type sets. Developed for the technician
by technicians, who own and manage their own service centers. they see
the products that are failing today and the importance of repairing them
economically. This makes SERVICE TIPS an INDISPENSABLE TOOL

FOR YOUR SERVICE CENTER. It will definitely increase your profits.

reduce your troubleshooting time and lower your parts expenses.
SERVICE TIPS INSTALLS easily in minutes and works in DOS and is
Windows Compatible. These are ONLY A FEW OF THE UNIQUE FEATURES included in our program. SERVICE TIPS is the ONLY Program

that has Quarterly Data Updates and we also offer FREE DATA
UPDATES as well. SERVICE TIPS is available for ONLY $149.95 plus

s&h. For more information or to order CALL us at 1-800-621-8477
(from US & Canada) ELECTRONICS SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS INC.
826 SO. MAIN ST., SOUTH FARMINGDALE, NY 11735.

TEST EQUIPMENT BOUGHT & SOLD: OSCILLOSCOPES, ETC.
1-408-738-4206. FAX 1-408-736-6946.

Monitor Service Information. Techtips Repair Program on Disk, FCC
ID Cross Program on Disk, and Monitor Schematics. From $39.95.
Visa/MC MI Technologies 513-335-4560.

Assistance. WE ARE THE ONLY TECH -TIP COMPANY that publishes
our ENTIRE PROGRAM IN PAPER MANUALS EVERY 8 MONTHS for
service centers who are not computerized. "FREE" format changes to
computer or paper at each update. One-time membership "PAYS". OUR
MEMBERS RECEIVED ((10,000)) NEW TECH -TIPS "FREE" IN OUR
NOV. 95 UPDATE. To those Computerized, we offer the most advanced
DOS or TRUE WINDOWS PROGRAM, for all versions INCLUDING WINDOWS 95, in which you may Enter, Edit or Print Out repairs. Our program covers complex repairs, 192 BRANDS ALL IN ONE CONVENIENT
PROGRAM. Press 1 key and print-out all the repairs on a particular model
or chassis. Repairs are collected daily at four major service centers and
sent weekly to our Data Center where each Tech -Tip is gone over completely. Additional Lookup and Cross Reference Information is added. This
process is how we constantly IMPROVE and INCREASE the program
FOR YOUR BENEFIT at each UPDATE. SAVE TIME diagnosing, ORDERING service manuals and RESEARCHING part numbers you may
not need! GET TO THE BOTTOM LINE "PROFITABLY," Call and speak
to a Service Center Owner and Technician Ed Erickson, NESDA Member
and Past President of (THE PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS ASSO-

FREE ZENITH CURES
Earn $$$ Repair Zenith TV modules found in over 1,000 models, 19831993. Symcure manual shows you how. $89.95 or send SASE for FREE
samples. ZMEX, 807 Queen Palm Lane, Sarasota, FL 34243

CIATION OF SOUTH FLORIDA) YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID! (800)
474-3588 (407) 750-9922 . Look for us at Conventions or scheduled
Seminars in your area, or find us in your 1996 NESDA Directory.

To order send check or mcney order for $39.95 plus $3.50 s&h to

TV Repair Testing Equipment. Excellent condition. Voltmeters,
Scopes, Generators, Fluke Multimeter, Capacitance Resistance,
Analyst, Oscilloscope, Schematic Parts, $3500.00 cash. 954-974-1755,
Florida.

FCC and MODEL to MODEL CROSS REFERENCE PROGRAM - it
will enable you to cross reference 94 Brands with over 3,000 model

numbers and over 200 hundred FCC numbers. This program is
easy -to -use and all information is in alpha -numerical order and
covers VCR's, Camcorders, TV's, and Computer Monitors.
Compiled from technicians' information, our easy -to -use format
will SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY as well as ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY PARTS COSTS and DUPLICATE SERVICE LITERATURE.

Electronic Software Developers Inc., 826 S. Main St., S. Farmingdale,
NY 11735 or for Credit Card Orders Phone 1-800-621-8477.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICE DATA & HARD TO FIND PARTS previously -owned SAMs,
manufacturers data, books, FREE catalog. AG Tannenbaum, Box 386,
Ambler, PA 19002, 215- 540-8055, fax 215- 540-8327.

Sencore VC93 all format VCR analyzer. Just over one year old,

FURTHER PRICE REDUCTION. Diehl Mark III $49, Diehl Mark V
Horizontal circuit tester $169. New. Conductive coating for remote con-

trol keypads $9.99 ppd. WEEC, 2411 Nob Hill Road, Madison, WI

$2000.00 or best offer. Contact, Gordon at 206-770-1485.

SENCORE EQUIPMENT (all models). We BUY, SELL, & TRADE all
models. Please call "CHOICE ELECTRONICS" for all of your test
equipment needs. Complete financing options available on all testing
equipment. Call 605-361-6386, ask for Lance Tople.

53713. 608-238-4629, 608-273-8585.
CRT Isolation Transformers. Remove Effects of H -K Short Wind Your
Own. Easy Instructions! Special Cores $3. No Minimum. KDTV 812926-4321. E -Mail kdtv@seidata.com.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Repair Management Software - Multiple Pick -Up Stations, Invoicing,
Inventory, Purchase Orders, Parts Cross, FCC Cross, POS, Mouse.
$199.00 (DOS) FREE Demo Disk w/Doc's 602-813-6119.

Come to Sunny Florida. Owner retiring. In business since 1972. Well
known and respected throughout South Florida - has earned an excellent reputation. Sales/service. Dealer and warranty station for major
manufacturers. Asking $125,000.00. 305-264-7963

Sencore VC93 all format VCR analyzer. Great for "tough dog" VCRs.

Excellent condition. Save over $1000.00, only $1700.00 O.B.O.
George, 805-659-7254.

TV CASE HISTORIES: Booklet with 2,440+ histories. Satisfaction

Prime electronics service shop in business 10 years. Excellent location in central west Florida. Super cheap rent, good land lords, good
terms, total turn key operation. You buy, One business too many; only
reason for selling. Inquire to: HTS, PO Box 5115, Lakeland, FL 338135115, 941-644-0525 EST 9-5 M -F.

assured. Only $49 (plus $3.00 for priority mail). Mike's Repair Service,
P.O. Box 217, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005. Same mailing
address 32 years. Send SASE for samples. 410 -272 -4984,1 -800 -2 -FIX

WANTED

TVS llam-9pm.

VCR Mechanical Alignment Tester, cost $10.00 to build, Plans,

TV remote or handunit for Zenith System 3 space command

Instructions $10.00 SASE: RODGERS, Dept. EST, PO Box 270786,
Corpus Christi, TX 78427.

SM2541X, high frequency, handunit no. 124-17 crossed to 124-21-01
to 124-140-01. Phone collect, 206-283-4809.

READERS' EXCHANGE
Readers' Exchange is a free service.
The following restrictions apply to Readers' Exchange:
Only individual readers may use Readers' Exchange, and items must be restricted to those that are ordinarily associated with consumer
electronics as a business or hobby. If you're in business to sell the item(s) you want to offer for sale, the appropriate place for your message
is in a paid advertisement, not Readers' Exchange.
Readers' Exchange items must be restricted to no more than three items each for wanted and for sale, and may be no more than approximately four magazine column lines in length (about 20 words).
All submissions must be typed or printed clearly!
Send your Readers' Exchange submissions to:

Readers' Exchange, Electronic Servicing & Technology
76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801 Ph: 516-681-2922 FAX 516-681-2926

FOR SALE

Sencore VA62, NT64, VC63, protective cover
$1700.00, TF-46 $250.00, LC -75 $400.00. All orig-

lent condition. Some cables included with jig.
$100.00. You pay shipping. Contact: Larry's TV

inal cartons, cables and manuals. Tektronix 465
scope $500.00, 191B signal generator $200.00.
B&K 470 picture tube tester rejuvenator. Contact:
Ron Walker, 1175 Waldo Way, Twinsburg, OH

service, 12550 E. 132 Street, Broken Arrow. OK

44087, 216-425-9038 phone or fax.

Sencore DVM-38 digital voltmeter $100.00,
Sylvania color test jig model CK3000, both excel-

74011-3105, 918-451-4486 (fax). 918-455-1041.
B&K 820 capacitor tester. Sencore mutual con-

ductance tube checker model MU150. Sencore
TCI62 solid state tube tester and much more like
new. SASE (legal size). Contact: Fred Ingersoll,

Leader LCG 396 NTSC generator $325.00,
Marconi 2018 synthesized frequency generator
80KHz-500MHz $1600.00, HP33 I2A function
generator I 3MHz $850.00, etc. Ask for list. Contact: Alex Torok, 814-337-2348 after 6 PM.

Sencore SG80 AM/FM stereo analyzer.
$2000.00. PA8I stereo power analyzer, $1500.(X),
or best offer. Original box, operation manual, and
tech tips. Contact: Mike, 208-524-4693.
Hitachi V422, 40MHz oscilloscope in its origi-

nal box with probes, $500.00. Contact: Alex
Minelli, 718 Michigan Street, Hibling, MN 55746,
2/8-263-3598.

Sencore PA8I, VC93, VG91, TVA92, SC6I.
Must sell, will sell individually, or as a package.
Financing options available if needed. Contact:
800-609-0677, ask for Lance.

6845 Lathers, Garden City, MI 48135.
Liquidating business which specialized in elec-

RCA service data books, 1967-1978, Sams
photofacts 1-1709, tuner sub box. Contact: Ann
Bichanich, 15 1/2 W. Lake Street, Chisholm, MN
55719, 218-254-4421.
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tronic repair. Service literature, test equipment,

Sencore VC93 all format VCR analyzer. All

parts, etc. Contact: Bob, 12517 Venice Boulevard,
Los Angeles, CA 90066, 310-398-6262, fax 310397-5662.

cables and manuals, original box. Used for one year,
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less than ten times, $2000.00. Contact: 509-9963401.

Sencore equipment ST65 $300.00, VC93

Sound Technology test equipment 1200A,

$1900.00, both $2000.00. Contact: 217-285-5155.

Sencore VC93, perfect condition, all probes,
VHS and BETA test tapes, $1500.00. Tektronix

1701A, 1000A or anything sound tech equipment.

fax 217-285-4585.

2335 portable 100MHz oscilloscope, excellent con-

Contact: Bobby, 702-873-3088 11 AM - 6 PM

dition with service manual, $750.00. Contact:
Craig, 307-765-4426.

(Pacific time).

TV modules and many parts, new, mostly manufacturers' boxed: 11 pages. Send SASE, 2 stamps.

Contact: Chuck Vaccaro, 708 Booth Lane #E,
Ambler, PA 19002, 215-646-3641.
Sencore VA48 - TVNCR and video analyzer
with manuals, $425.00 plus $40.00 shipping. B&K
tube tester 747, and more. Contact: Maurer 7V

Sales and Service, 29 S. 4th Street, Lebanon, PA
17042, 717-272-2481.

Magnavox 'Boom Box', model AZ8390, plastic
base for CD player, #4822-444-50627, or complete
unit with salvageable part. Contact: Warren Shukis,

Sencore CM2125 computer monitor analyzer.
Like new, never used. All adaptors and books. Will
guarantee with Sencore warranty, $2900.00. Also,
B&K 470 CRT tester and rejuvinator with several
extra adaptors, $200.00 plus UPS. Contact: Tommy

1479 Prince Edward Way. Sunnyvale, CA 94087,
or call (days) 510-651-51/2 Ext. 134, (eve) 408739-2709.

Herman, 250 School Avenue, Taylorsville, NC
Heathkit 10-4205 oscilloscope, need manual and

28681, 704-632-5322.

schematic (photocopy OK). Contact: Charles

Hoffman, 812-232-4645 or e-mail EJCLH@
Sencore VA62, PR57, TF46. B&K CRT tester
with universal adapter, high voltage probe, univolt
DMM. Tenma VCR head tester, all cables and manuals included, excellent condition. All for $3600.00,

Canadian funds. Contact: Gus, 905-354-5465,

Niagra Falls, Canada.
Sencore CR70 CRT analyzer, TF46 portable
super cricket and a SCR 250 SCR triac tester; all
new - never used, in original box. All for $1200.00.

Contact: Bob 313-331-8305.
Sams Photofacts TV and radio service manuals
$7.50 each postpaid. Good originals from collection covering Sams #25 - 3071. Send Sams # or
brand and model. Contact: William Miller, PO Box

282, Clayton, IN 46/18, 3/7-579-3013. interne
eagle@trader.com.
B&K analyst, RCA voltohmist, etc. Also have
hundreds of new electron tubes. For list of items
send SASE or offer. Contact: Multitech, PO Box
427, Chetopa, KS 67336-0427.
B&K model 540, component analyzer. Identifies

faulty component or unpowered board. Paid
$970.00, will sell for $500.00. In original box,
briefly used. Contact: Fernando, 201-589-6719.
Oscilloscope, type D54, dual trace, triggered
sweep. Excellent working condition, $250.00.
Contact: Steve Ignacki, Rt.2 Box 120 D, Chatham.
VA 24531.

Howard W. Sams Photofacts, manuals 49-93
inclusive. 109 individual files from 930 through
1997. Component, auto radio and transistor radio
manuals. GE, RCA, Zenith and many other factory

manuals. Contact: Ralph TerBush, 49 m North
Fostertown Drive, Newburgh, NY 12550-8711 or
phone 914-565-5008 weekdays from 1 to 4 PM.

root.ind state. edu.

WANTED

Philco widescreen model P8190SAK03 flyback
transformer. NAP and PTS. They say it is no longer

Toshiba VCR model M-6550. Need service manual and schematic diagram. Contact: Dean

available. Contact: Brett, 216-923-1881.

Leonard, PO Box 20845, Chicago, IL 60620, 312497-3497, 10AM-10PM CST.

RCA part 156283 delay unit, out of GE VCR
model I VCR6003x, location DLI. Contact: Armin

Mitsubishi VE-5 IOU projection TV, P/N 295
P20701, need service literature for JVC KD-95J
cassette deck. Contact: Anchor VCR & TV Repair,
Shasta Way, Klamath Falls. OR, 541-884-5985.

Kupfer, 313-675-2798.
JVC stereo amplifier model AX-66BK, need ser-

vice manual or schematic. Also Goldstar TV
schematic CMT 2528 Chassis NT -01X. Willing to

Desperately needed-schematics for Sony tape

buy or pay for copy. Contact: Tyrone Hall, /878
Kings Hwy, Licoln Park, MI 48146.

model 377 and Kenwood KR4070, will pay.
Contact: Robert Haan, 2885 E. Beltline, Grand

Technics optical pickup assembly model SL P115. IHVT for a Sharp 19 inch TV, part MSHIFBA01 or ECG FXE390. Contact: John's Repair

Rapids, MI 49505.

The Fisher model MC -715, serial K17912A8703, need service manual for audio component sys-

Center, John Carr, 142 Jackson Street. Philadel-

tem. Also need service and operations manual for
General Sound portable TV set, model GS -240D,

phia, PA 19148, 215-389-1147.

serial 00301761-E2.Will pay for photocopy and

A drive belt for a CD video disk player sold by
Montgomery Ward, (Toshiba built) model
GEN1030 I A, P/N J85150. The belt is approximately 28 inches long, 5/16 wide and 0.06 inches
thick. Contact: Paul Coffelt, 26267 Greythorne Trl,

shipping. Please give cost before sending information. Contact: Malcolm Morrow, 650 S. La Seda

Space 10-E, La Puente, CA 91744, 818-913-23/3.
JC Penney modular component system, 2850
stereo integrated amplifier, model no. 683-3850,
catalog 853-3481. Would like print for main power

Farmington Hills, MI 48334, 810-478-9934.

transformer or transformer part no. Contact:
Arnold, 412-929-9070.

lyzer with analog/digital readout, manuals and
probes, preferably Sencore model Powerite I or
Powerite II. Reasonably priced. Contact: Sidney
Karam, 228 Victoria Road Apt.!, Dartmouth, N.S,
Canada B3A IW7, 902-465-7586.

AC variable isolation transformer and safety ana-

Need information on Beta VCRs mono and
stereo. Also need Sams and service information.

Contact: Dan Boshart, 316 East E. Avenue,
Sharp model 40KD855 generic CRT, place that
CRTs could be rebuilt, or used CRTs VBE8409///BS, G -S, and R -S. Contact: Ardlur Audio -Visual

Hutchinson, KS 6750/, 316-665-5901.
Minolta camcorder model CR-10005AF or equivalent Hitachi or RCA Grand made in 1985, need electronic view finder. Contact: Charles, 360-825-6097.

Service, Inc., 1812 -33rd Street, Zion, IL 60099,
708-872-5753.

RCA Time Lapse Recorder model TC3700 and

Hitachi crsoi 1 projection TV, need resurfacing

Sams Photofacts #29-2738, plus other misc.
$1000.00. Contact: Barry Stewart, 910-769-5585,
Winston-Salem, NC.

Canon PC I0 copier, need service manuals. Contact:

material for scratch damaged screen or a new/used
screen for replacement. Original screen is curved
and measures 50 inches diagonally, width equals 40

Panasonic and Quasar TV (incl. Proj TV), VCR's
and microwave ovens for the years 1991 to 1993,
need service manuals, supplements and service bul-

Walnut base for turntable. Brand "Dual" model
1228. Will pay reasonable price. Contact: Bob, 818-

Lyle Merrell, 3086 Hermosa Drive Napa, CA
94558, 707-255-8430.

inches, height equals thirty inches. Contact: Jeff

996-3390 after 10 AM (west coast time).

letins. All in unused consition. Prefer to sell each
product as a package. Very reasonable - make offer.

Contact: Bob Moore, 717-226-6840 during business hours for information.

Schuermann. Box 654. Rte 30, Dorset. VT 05251,
802-362-001/.

BIC T.2M two speed cassette deck, need
schematic. Contact: Oswald Brown. PO Box 381,
Grand Coteau. LA 70541, 318-662-5465.

Huntron switcher DSI700 and model 90 Shortrack,
good working condition. Contact: Deutsche Graphics

Services. 556 Military Trail, Scarborough, On M1E
5A9, Shig Tel/Fax 416-281-8751.
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Industrial Electronics for
Technicians
By J.A. Sam Wilson and Joseph Risse
Industrial Electronics for Technicians
provides an overview of the topics
covered in the Industrial Electronics
for Technicians CET test, and is also
a valuable reference on industrial
electronics in general.
Order# 61058
$16.95.

Real -World
Interfacing
ith Your
1""Y'
Lola;
Guide

Janine!
James '7J "

hrt Prolecn

INDUSTRIAL

Introduction to Microprocessor
Theory and Operation

ELECTRONICS

A Self -Study Guide with Experiments
By J.A. Sam Wilson and Joseph Risse

TECHNICIANS

Introduction to Microprocessor
Theory and Operation takes you into
the heart of computerized equipment
and reveals how microprocessors work.
Order# 61064 $16.95. W.'

FOR

-4 Real -World Interfacing
With Your PC

-41Tube Substitution Guide
Complete Guide to Replacements for
Vacuum Tubes and Picture Tubes
By William Smith and Barry Buchanan
The Tube Substitution Handbook will
help antique radio buffs, consumer electronics technicians and other interested
individuals find the right replacement
tube when servicing older electronics
products. Order# 61036
$16.95.

By James "JJ" Barbarello
Real -World Interfacing With Your
PC provides you with all the information
you need to use your PC's parallel port
as a gateway to real word electronic
interfacing. Now you can write software
to control that hardware.
Order# 61078
$16.95.

Barbarello

PROMP

Semiconductor Essentials
By Stephen Kamichik
This book is first course in
electronics at the technician and
engineering levels. Each chapter
is a lesson in electronics, with
problems presented at the end
of the chapter to test your
understanding of the materials
presented.Order #61071

ChGITAL
ELECTECMCS

NEw

PROMPT

Semico
Esse

The Basics of Interpretation and Use

for Hobei.sb Teo"

By J. Richard Johnson
Step-by-step, Schematic Diagrams
shows you how to recognize schematic
symbols and their uses and functions in
diagrams, and to interpret diagrams so you
can design, maintain and repair electronic

Stephen
B.Sc., E E.T.,

$16.95 110.-

equipment. Order# 61059

By Stephen Kamichik
Digital Electronics is designed to
supplement an introductory course, teach
the electronics hobbyist about digital
electronics and serve as a review for
practicing technicians and engineers. With
the proper equipment, you can also build
the circuits described. Building and testing
a circuit is the best way to fully understand
$16.95.

$16.95.

TIN. Ma. wl 1}I.I.Low end UT.

J. Richard Johnson

=rio-

PROMPT

-4 PHOTOFACT

-Digital Electronics

its operation. Order #61075

chematic
Diagrams

Schematic Diagrams

PHOTOFACT

Television
Troubleshooting
and Repair Guid

Television Troubleshooting
and Repair Guide
By the Engineers and Technicians
of Howard W. Sams & Company
The most complete and up-to-date
television repair book available. 384
pages of complete repair information.
illustrated with useful photos,
schematics, graphs and flow charts.
Order# 61077
$29.95.

Surface -Mount Technology

for PC Boards

By Ray Alden
This book shows the electronics
hobbyist and the experienced technician
how to create high -quality speaker systems for the home, office or auditorium.
You can build speaker systems from
the parts lists and instructions provided
or you can actually learn to calculate
design parameters, system responses
and component values with scientific
calculators or PC software.
Order* 61070
$16.95.

By James K. Holloman, Jr.
Surface -Mount Technology for PC
Boards describes the benefits and
limitations of SMT, and provides
details on the nature of surface -mount
components and SMT manufacturing
methods. Additionally, this book
covers practical applications,
standards, and reliability and quality
assurance considerations relating to
SMT. A glossary of SMT terms is
included. Order., 61060
$26.95.

By Howard W. Sams & Company
The IC Cross Reference Book,
compiled from manufacturers data

SPEAKER DESIGNS
For the Hobbyist cod 'technician

-*Semiconductor Cross

-41C Cross Reference Book

Reference Book
TOR

-

4

CROSS REFERENCE BOOK

and from the analysis of consumer
electronics devices for Photofact
service data, will help you find
replacements or substitutions for
more than 35,000 ICs or modules.
Order* 61049

ADVANCED

Advanced speaker Designs

;1,14

...,Lv.*444.0,00
:4

$19.95.

By Howard W. Sams & Company
From the makers of Photofact service
documentation, the Semiconductor Cross
Reference Book is the most comprehensive
guide to replacement data for all major types
of semiconductors. This volume contains
over 475,000 part numbers and other
identifying numbers. Order* 61050
$24.95.

s. '1
ca: I want to learn from the experts. Rush me my book(s) right away!

Order Toll -Free
1-800-853-9797

Please add $4 shipping & handling. FREE shipping & handling for orders $50 and over.
Please make your check or money order payable to: Electronic Servicing & Technology.

City

Order*

Description

Price

1

Total Price

Shipping/Handling
(New York Residents add applicable sales tax)
Total

Name
Address

City

MCNISA/AMEX/Discover #
MC
Form of payment:

State

Zip
Expires

0 VISA

0 AMEX

0 Discover 0 Check

0 Money Order

Please mail your orders to:

LElectronic Servicing & Technology , 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, New York 11801-9962 FAX 516-681-29261

"Sperry

Tech's
Pricing Guide"

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Updated new 6th
framework for setting rates
that apply to Hi -Tech pro-

ducts...a

formula

that

guarantees SUCCESS!

Page

'Call Toll Free for details
1-800-228-4338

Company

Circle (63) on Reply Card

TUBES 'TUBES 'TUBES
World's Largest Range
Over 2,000 Types, Domestic & Foreign
v.,Y.

UP TO 85% OFF

pAnscKefloirst

International Components Corporation
= Toll Free 800-645-9154NY. State 516-293-1500

Reader
Service

Number Number

Advertiser
Hotline

Andrews Electronics

46

51

800/289-0300

Chemtronics

IFC

30

800/645-5244

Computer & Monitor Maintenance

63

52

800/466-4411

D.A.T.A. Business Publishing

19

54

800/447-4666

Dalbani Corporation

19

53

800/325-2264

Eagan Technical Service, Inc

11

55

800/285-1873

107 Maness Road, Melville, New York 11747

Fluke Corporation

BC

Circle (57) on Reply Card

GEnie Radio & Elec. RoundTable

72

ISCET

64

ITT Pomona

45

56

800/241-2060

International Components Corp.

72

57

800/645-9154

Jensen Tools Inc.

47

58

800/426-1194

Jesse Jones Industries

66

mitt lllllllllll

Leader Instruments
MAT Electronics

If you're planning a move in the near future, don't risk
missing an issue of CB Radio Magazine. Please give
us 6-8 weeks notice If you're planning on changing
your address. Just write your new address and mail

NESDA

110,111 ....800/44 -FLUKE
81

800/638-8369
817/921-9101

800/825-6690

1

6,7

800/645-5104

50

59

800/628-1118

55,63

800/600-3732

Panavise Products, Inc.

48

60

702/353-2900

Parts Express

49

61

800/338-0531

Philips Technical Training

11

62

800/851-8885

Prelco Electronics Dist

53

27

908/851-8600

Get online with
Electronic Servicing &

Premium Parts +

13

Satellite Dealers Association

25

66

317/653-4301

Technology on GEnie®

Sams & Company, Howard

61

26

800/428-7267

IBC

21

800/SENCORE

Sperry Tech

72

63

800/228-4338

Telematic

55

64

718/271-5200

Tentel

44

65

800/538-6894

Thomson Consumer Electronics

3

23

WEKA Publishing, Inc.

5

24

it, WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION MAILING LABEL, to:

Electronic Servicing & Technology
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801

Look for us in the Radio &
Electronics Roundtable
To join GEnie, use your
computer & modem to call
1-800-638-8369.
At the U#= prompt,
type JOINGENIE
And for a special
introductory offer,

At the key/offer code prompt,
type MEG528
Circle (81) on Reply Card
72

Sencore

800/558-9572

800/222-WEKA

We'd like to see your company listed here too. Call Diane Klusner
at 516/681-2922 or E -Mail her at dianekest@aol.com to work out an
advertising program tailored to suit your needs.

SALES OFFICE
PHONE (516) 681-2922
FAX (516) 681-2926
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FLUKE.
A scope that does both analog and digital?
I'd like a closer look.
Sometimes a digitized waveform
FLUKE PM33g4,4

isn't enough.
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So, I must check

the analog waveform.
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STOP
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CombiScope gives me

both views

at the touch of a button.

It's your responsibility. But each
new problem has hidden tricks, so
you check them and re -check them.

are standard. Seven versatile models make sure you're covered. And
FlukeView- software for Windows'

The Fluke CombiScope" is the most
powerful scope with DSO and analog
modes that show the whole picture. It's
packed with the features a professional
needs. The exclusive Autoranging feature lets you move from test point to
test point while the
scope automatically
adjusts itself.
Eighteen automated
voltage, delay and
time measurements

adds PC power to your CombiScope.
When the pressure is on and the

problems are tough, a closer look
can mean getting closer to the
solution. Take a look at the Fluke
CombiScope today.

Don't assume anything. Call Fluke at 1 -800 -44 -FLUKE.
Digital mode

0 1995 Wt. Capsn001 P

Circle (110) For Product Information

80.0000.
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